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Preface,
ws

The present study has been undertaken by the Danish

Study-group of the ”International Studies Conference” as its

contribution to the investigations into the problem of ”reace-

ful Change”

The purpose of this study has been to attempt to throw

some light upon the question of the economic and social advanأم

уе rant ao nn : amb ‘ A a nc :

tages or disadvantages arising out of the possession of colonies

in m in A ay ana As sans as
by small European countries 10 VALS century,

hod anplied has teen to compare the economic1e t

and social development in a small uropean country possesY sing

arge OVerscas nailon na ml Y the حاحامصحاكوهدا lave ment 3%
arg У T V 21 اب ons rami es W a Git مانزللاندىلاب mies a EN opmen \ rn

small European countries without colonial posseessions.

The study was originally planned to include both the

Netherlands and Belgium as representatives of small countries

with import
i a= 3 У, 4 и Сл = y 2 + A 71 +

ant colonial possessions, and on the other ha 1d the

+ 1 3 ar An “77 م - a ay “r وو a 1 3

three Scandinavian countries and Switzerland as countries with.

ppeared, however, that the scope

of the study undertaken was too wide for the time and manpower

at disposal. Belgium and Switzerland were then left out, 0

that the study in its final form comprises only the Netherlands

The extensive colonial possessions of the Netherlands

fall into two distinct groups: l, The Netherlands East Indies

(N,E.I.) and 2. The Netherlands est Indies. The economic and

1 herlands Vest Indies is, however,

in all essential respects so small compared with the Netherlands

iable to leave them entire-

3y a comparison like the one here aimed at the ideal

would be, of course, that the economic and social life of the

countries compared should present approximately at lcast the

some features in all essential respects other than those which

form the subject-matter of the study. To a considerable extent

this ideal is fulfilled by the countries chosen, but certain

differences exist, of course, on minor points.

a И Г, зо 1 E rie eH da 2 e za 1

possess colonies, Since Thesc possessions are OL no اا[شيلات Ox

social significance to the mother countries worth mentioning.
TD
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Of greater interest is the fact that the birtherate in

the Netherlands has been higher = and indeed in the last two

decades increasingly higher » than the birtherates in the Scan-

dinavian countries, owing to the fact that the birtherate has

fallen much less in the Netherlands since the Great War than in

the other three countries.

A certain difference is further to be recorded with

regard to natural resouces, The Netherlands produce no indus

strial raw-materials worth mentioning, nor does Denmark. On the

other hand, Norway, and, in particular, Sweden, are endowed with

raluabie metal anû other mineral resources in addition to large

forest lands and much water-power. Dut conversely the quality

uE.
of the soil is, on the whole, essentially higher in the Nether

lands than in any of the Scandinavian countries.

One more fundamental difference between the Netherlands

and the three Scandinavian countries in the economic field has

to be mentioned. While for generations past the Netherlands have

been a creditor country with 4 substantial surplus of capital ine

vestments abroad, the Scandinavian countries have for a long time

past had to supplement their domestic savings with an import of

capital from forelgn countries, indeed, Sweden is the only 3cana

dinavian country which has been able = from about 1910 - to re-

duce her foreign det and it was only in the twenties that she

gt last rcached hice position of a creditor country.

Regarding the curreney policy of the four countries,

it should finally be mentioned that while the Scandinavian coun-

tries, following tho oxomple of Ingland, abandoned the gold -

standard in the autumn of 1931, the Netherlands did not devaluate

their currency until the autumn of 1956, Lee, after the ond of

the period here under review.

in spite of the differences Goalt with above, the simi-

larity of the fundamental economic and social structure of the

four countries affords a fairly suitable basis for the comparison

attempted in this study.

Very little work has been dons so far on the general

elucidation of the complicated and far-reaching problem of the

economic and social advantages and disadvantages arising to a

mother country out of her possession of colonies. That is onc

reason why the present study must of
4

nccessity be rather fragmene

tary and, in some rcspcets, wholly tentative. in addition, the

well-known difrficultics of international statistical comparisons

have made themselves 2016. The efforts have becn confincd, thero.

0fore, Primarily to the collection of as many facts and Figuros as
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possible in such fields where influences on the mother country,

due to her colonial posscssions, may be anticipated. These fact

and figures, fragmentary and insufficient as they مالامب

are, must be regarded only as clements of the stock of knowledge

which is necessary before one can arrive at difinite conclusions

as to the advantages or disadvantages of colonial possessions.

Only in particular cases does the information collected allow of

definite conclusions.

The study has been divided into four chapters: 1. Fopula=

tion and Migration, 2. Foreign Trade, 3. Shipping and 4, Capital

Investment. The available statistical material concerning capital

investments abroad is particularly meagre and, consequently, the

treatment of this question has been only tentative. Begides this

gerious dificiency, two virtual gaps in the present study have to

be recorded.

Firstly, no special study has been made of the possible

influence from the Dutch possession of colonies upon the industri.

al development of the Netherlands as compared with the industrial

development of the three Scandinavian countries. From different

points of view such a study seems promising, but although a cur-

sory examination has prowed that a certain amount of the neces-

sary statistical material is available there has been no oppor-

tunity of including this investigation in the present study.

Secondly, although highly desirable, it has not proved

feasible to extend the present study so as to include a survey

of the budget of the Netherlands and that of the Netherlands Last

Indies for the purpose of ascertaining the nature and size of the

annual balances as between the two treasuries in this century,

At last, it should Le emphasized that owing to the great

differences in the general nature and character of colonies, of

metropolitan countries or of their interrclations, the information

gathered as well as the conclusions drarn in this study do not

allow of any generalisation without the most scrupulous carc being

taken.





Chapter I.
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Population end Migration,
 

In the period from 1900 to 1930 the colony-possessing

country, the Netherlands, experienced, absolutely as well as rela-

tively, a much greater increase of population than the thrse CEN

dinavian countries which do not possess colonies. This fact is

disclosed in Table I:

Table I. Total Population Increase of Population

(000° s omitted) from 1900 to 1830

number percentage

(000° в { of popula

omitted) tion in.1900)

1900 1930

The Netherlands 5,14% 7,584 2.746 55.5

Denmark 2,432 5.564 G32 3845

Norway 2 +230 2,507 577 25,9

Sweden 5.117 6.151. 1.014 19,8

The rate of increase from 1900 to 1930 in the four

countries in question was highest in the Netherlands with 53.3 %

end lowest in Sweden with only 19.8 %. Moreover, the total in-

crease of population from 1600 to 1930 of the Netherlands,

2.742.000 persons, exceeded the corresponding increase of the three

Scandinavian countries, taken together, 2.523.000 persons, in spite

nf the fact that the total population of these three countries was

about twice as large as the population in the Netherlands at the

beginning of the period.

The greater rate of increase of polulation in the

Netherlands, compared with the corresponding tate of increase in

the three Scandinavian countries, was not due to a smaller original

density of population in the Netherlands as against the correspon-

ding density in the Scandinavian countries. On the contrary, the

Netherlands were in this century much more densely populated than

any of the three Scandinavian countries and this difference in

density was on the whole increasing. Table II indicates thls de-

velopment:
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Table Il. Population per sq. km cf Arabie Land,

Permanent Meadows, Gardens and Other

cultivated Land (wccds and forests
excluded )

1907 or 193140 1950

The Netherlands ene (1310) 242

Denmark 91 (1907) LIA
Norway

GR (1907 ) 1 £

Sweden 116 (1910) SE

As the tetal increase of polulation consists ©! he nom

bined surplus-positive or negative as tne case May PO — of LE

gration over emigration and of births over deaths for tie reriod

in question, each of these two factors paueents an interest of iv:

owni As to the difference between births and deaths from 370 tc

TA

1930 Table III. éxhibits the absolute audi relative size of thi

factor in each of the four countries:

Table III. Total Surplus of Births over Deaths from 13800

to 1930 :

, number | percentage

(000 s omitted) ‘of population in 1900)

The Netherlands 2.780 53,9

Denmark 1,225 50.4

Norway 885 27.4

Sweden 2.309 25,86

Here again, the Netherlands rank highest, having

absslutely as well as relatively a greater surplus of births

over deaths in the period from 1800 to 123C than the three Scan

dinavian countries. It is the relative increase, of course, which

presents the greater interest in this connection. The increase

in proportion to the population in 1900 was almost as high in

Denmark as in the Netherlands, considerably lower in Norway, and

in Sweden less than half of the corresponding increase in the

Netherlands. While the death-rate has been relatively low and

approximately on the same level in all the four countries from

1900 to 1930, the birth-rate did not at ali follow the same line

of development in these countries in the period under considera-

vien] Tt hs a well-known fact that the modern tendency towards

the death-rates and birth-rates were as Talinys in 0/00:
/

 

 

The Ne- Den- Nor- Swe- The Ne- Den- Nor- Swe-

therlmds mark way den therlands mark way den

death-rate irth-rate

1901-05 16,0 14.8 14.8 1B,.,B 5145 29.7 28, 8 б

1255 8,8 10,8 10,2 11.2 2058 fus. 14,60 13”

1934 83,4 10,4 0,8 11.3 o.” 17.5 14.8 15.”
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relatively fewer births has teen exceptionally strong in Sweden,

In the Netherlands, on the contrary, this tendenoy, So la”, nas

manifested itself much more moderately. In Norway the devolor—
L v >

1

Лех

ment has been of the same character, although not of quite tue

same force, as in Sweden, while Denmark boouries, in Tesrcoot cfr

the falling birth-rate, a place between Norway and the Nether-

lands.

In spite of a greater density cf population in the

whole period from 1900 to 1950 and a larger surp.us, reiutivel

as well as absolutely, of births over deutus in the 101120228

compared with the three Scandinavian countries; the nat-où. roe

tion of the Netherlands was essentiglly lover thon tie notecal

gration from any of the three Seevnidingvien countries, The Shc

lute and relative net-emigrations of each ol lhe Tour 27m rigs

are set out in Table TV:
E
+}

Table IV. Total Net-Emigration frem 1500 to 1980.

„number A percentage

(000 s omitted) (of population in 1900,

The Netherlands 27 0.5

Denmark 115 4,7

Norway 258 11.8

Sweden 381 740

As the net-emigration - or net-immigration, as the

case may be — is simply the difference between emigration and

immigration, nothing is said, so far, about the actual movements

of population in both directions. Spratly, tolerably com-

plete and reliable statistics of migration do not exist in any

ef the four countries for the period in question. On the basis

of figures from the officlal censuses, held regularly in the four

countries and in the Netherlands Fast Indies (héreafter called

N.E.I.) and on information from different other scurces, it is

possible, however, to give some comments on the problem.

As to the emigration, it is perfectly certain, that the

great majority of emigrants from each of the four countries in

the period in question sought a new home in North-America, ai-

though this preference of the nortaern region of the American

continent as destination óf emigrants was relatively more pro-

nounced Рог the Scandinavian countries than for the Netherlands.

In the first part of the period the emigrants from all four ccun-

tries primarily went to U.S.A. Ifter the severe restricticns on

  

1) Here as elsewhere in this chapter citizens as well ax allions

are included in the figures of migration
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immigration into this country had been introducod in the first

half bf the twentics, the stream of cmigrants turned further

north and invaded Canada, welcomed there at first but later on

checked more or less as in U.S.A. In resnoot of the Scandinavian

countries there was, furthermcre, a rgtoer active inter-Scentine-

vian migration, in particular between Norway and Sweden mutually

and from Sweden to Denmark and there ras also a rather substar-

tial emigration from the Scandinavian cour5 + HR H
W o u
n + O a © в = H
s
+

J в c
r

H
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cularly from Sweden and Denmark. From the Netherla
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H
H
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from the bulk of the stream of emigration

a considerable part of the total number of emigrants between 920

and 1930 went for a new home or, at least, for a temporary wor-

king place in N.E.I. As to the number of persons in the Nether-

lands who emigrated to N.E.I. from 1900 to 1980, something more

mould be said later.

Presumably, the genuine emigrants who left each of the Tour

countries for good were very much of the same type: young, not

Uspecially trained or educated реор.е, of small means or none at

adventure

}
= 4

e
r > m
n
m P
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D t
D

E
S O He + E
r

O Hsali, leaving thelr native country

abrnad. À certain part of the persons whe enlerated from the

Netherlands to N.E.I., taking up official functions in this colony

possibly belonged to higher soclal and economic strata than the

ordinary type of emigrant, but the difference vas hardly important.

Information on immigration into European countries in

times past is generally even more scarce than on enigration, and

the four countries, here concerned, gre no excention to the rule.

In full safety it can be said, however, that the immi ration into

the Netherlands from overseas countries was rather stan and

оп a substantial scale, although subject to important fluctuations

from time to time. The immigration Into the Netherlands from

N.E.I. farmed an essential part of this immigration from overseas

1676 was anotherF
H

countries. Besides the overseas immigration t

rather important immigration into the Netherlands from neigbour

ing countries, above all from Germany and Belgium. The immigration

into the Scandinavian countries from overseas countries — and that

means almost entirely from North-America — wag probably relatively

}smaller than the corresponding immigration into the NetherlandsY
addedTC

and the same seems to be true also in respect of the immigratic

into Scandinavian countries from nelghbour

great majority of immigrants, arriving in Scandinavien countrics

from neighbouring countries, paa came from another Scandinavian

country or - particularly in respect of Sweden and Denmark — Irom

Germany
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As to the economic and social standing ef the persons

entering the four countries, there was presumably no great 4irfc-

rence between the immigrants arriving in the Netherlands from

Germany, Belgium or another neighbouring country and the immigrants

entering Scandinavian countries from ancther Scandinavian country

ег from Germany. Similarly, the Dutch emigrants, returring from

America to the Netherlands surely were very much of the sare06

es the Seandinavian emigrants returaing from the Au0r'ioan conil-

nent te one or another of the Scandinavian countries, But vin

there is the lmmigration into the Netherlands from [.B.T. + hich

immigration there is no real parallel in the Seandlucv.al €. ..0-

tries. Before entering upon this most important prcblem of the

conditions sf the immigrants, arriving in the Netherianssg from

N.E.I., however, it will be useful for a moment to glance ot the

population and migration figures of N,E.I.

Table V gives a picture of the size and increase cf the

different groups of population in N.E.I.

Table Y, Total Number of the Different Groups of Population
in N. Y. 1s

"Europeena"” '0ninese Arabians Other Orientals Indigerous

1990 91.148 557,516 27.599
19720 368,114 809.039 44,902 21.327 4£8,000.000
193 240.417 1.233.214 71.335 44,200 59.17

The total polulation of N.B:.I. in 1830 zmounted to

0.727.233 persons. The number of YBuropeans" was only a little

mere than 240,000 persons or about 0.4 % of the total population

of N.E.I.

Table VI shows the number and increase of the "European"

population in N.E.I. at various dates since 1900.

 

—Ú.———————]]—— —

1) In the group of "Buropeans" are included:
& All Occidentals in general, incl. Americans.
h Japanese, Egyptians, Armenians, Turks etc. (For technical rea-

sons the Chinese form a special group).
¢ Natives and non-indigenous Orientals who have been granted

equivalent standing to the European” group.
à Women belonging by birth to other groups Tut married to men of

the "European" group (women belonging by birth to the "European!
group but married to men of non—-"Ruropean’ groups are included
in the groups of their husbands and never in the "Burcpean®
group).

e Children, whose father belong to the "European" group (children
go always with their father).
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Table VI. The Number and Increase of the "Enroncan" Poruistion

of de ال. I,
(The army is included. Ships pcrsonncl, also of tic

Royal Navy, is cxcludcd).

year number помогало annual 10180
%

1900 91,142 C. 70

1905 94.518 3.01

1920 168.114 3.64

1930 240.417

The most striking fact, discloscd in Table VI, 1s “ic

relatively large increasc of the "Europcan® population in М.Б. م

since 1905 which, on the whole, lastod until 1950.

Table VII gives a picture of thc distribution of tio

"European" population on thc principal nationalities and raccs

in 1930:

Table VII: The Principal Nationalitics and Races of” Eurcpcans”

in Ns E, Ta 1930,

 

born with- born out- country total

in Noll. sido N.E.I. of hirtn mumbor %
unknown

Dutch 154.000 55.809 460 208.269 86.7

Germans 2.358 4,479 30 6.867 2.5

English 717 1.661 36 2.414 1.0

Scandinavians 144 343 1 4858 0.2

Japanese 1,567 5.586 42 7,195 3.0

Othero
genous 2.167 3.643 171 5.981 2.5

Indigenous 8,895 48 7 8.948 5.7

Total 169.846 69.569 747 240.162 100.0

Of the total population of "Europcans" in N.Æ.I, in 1950,

240.162 persons, 86.7 % or 208.000 persons werc of Dutch natio-

nality. Of these 154.000 were born within and 54.000 outside

№,В.Т.

Table VIII shows the distribution of "Europcans" in N.E.I.

on countries of birth as distinct from citizcnship (nationality),

in 1930 and 1905:

Table VIII. The "Europcans" in N.E.I.,Classificd According to

Country of Birth. (The Army includcd)
 

 

Country of birth 1930 1905

N.E.I. 169.846 66.608

The Netherlands 50,885 18.520

The Netherlands or N.E.I. 2.920

Japan 5.625 997

Germany 5.295 2.613

Great Britain and Ireland 1.145 312

The Netherlands West Indies 655 —

Belgium 645 1.136

Scandinavia 2) 554 61

Other countries 5.712 1.3581

Total 240.162 94.515
 

1 Includcd thosc, whose nationality is unknown TT
2 " " " country of birth is unknown
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In 1905 about 93 % of all Euroncans in N.E.I. wcrc born
in the Netherlands or in N.E.I. In 1930 this percentage had
slightly decrcased to about 92 %. In thc composition of tho
"European" population in N.E.I. two changes of some importance

took place in this period. The relative number of "Europeans,
born in Japan, rose from 1.05 % to 2.34% and in the same period
the relative number of "Buropcans", born in Belgium, fell from

1.20 % to 0.27 4.1)
Tho most interesting fact, discloscd in Tablc VIII, hcw-

ever, is the number of "Europcans" in N.E.I. п.о лого born *.… the

Netherlands, hecausc it can be uscd as a starting point for 5:0

calculation of tho size of cumigration from thc Nothorl-uds lato

N.E.I. in this contury. The number of "Europcons™ in №, В.Т. at

the census held in 1905, who were born in thc Netherlands, was

18.520 persons. If to this figure we add the 2.920 persons vo

were born either in N.E.I. or in thc Netheriands, the number will
be increased to 21,440 persons. At the census in 1930 in N.E.I.

the total number of "Europcans", born in the Netherlands, was

50.885 persons. From thesc figures it can be infcrrcd that the
net-emigration from the Netherlands into N.E.I. from 1905 to 1930

amounad to about 29,000 pcrsons — excluding the number of immigrants

from the Netherlands who died in the same period. No exact infor-

mation in respect of this number oxists but in calculating it to

10.000 persons wc should not come very far from the truth.ac

cording to these calculations thc total nct-cmigration from the

Netherlands into N.E.I. from 1905 to 1930 amounted approximately

to 39.000 persons or, on an average, to 15-1600 persons annually.

Even supposing these conjunctual calculations to be abso-

lutely correct, the figure representing the nct-cmigration from

the Netherlands into N.E.I. from 1905 to 1930 nccd not nccessarily

bc identical with the direct nct-emigration from the Netherlands

into N.E.I. in that period, since persons, born in the Netherlands

might have entered N,E.I. from other countries than the Netherlands,

the direct net-emigration from the Netherlands into N.E.I. thus

being smaller than indicated by the figures calculated above and

"Europeans", who had immigrated into N.E.I. from the Netherlands

in the period from 1905 to 1930, might have left V.E.1. in the

Same period for another country than thc Netherlands, thus making

the direct nct-emigration from the Netherlands into N.E.I. greater
than indicated by the figures above. It is impossible to indicate
 

1) The last change may be duc to the economic possibilities which
Congo offcrcd to Belgians after its annexation by Belgium in 18.

2) The annual death-rate is by this calculation estimated equal to
the average death-rate of the total population of the Heterlands
in the period in question about 120/00.
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which of these two possibilities were of the greatest importance

but, presumably, none of them were important at all.

Regarding the not-omigration from the Netherlands into

N.E.I. in the period from 1900 to 1905 it may reasonably bc assu-

med that in the aggregate it was ncgative, though probably not to

any great extent. If we include thc ycars from 1900 to 1905 in

the calculation above for the period 1905-30 thc total net-emigra-

tion from thc Netherlands into N.E.I., which was calculated to

about 39.000 persons in all, would perhaps be reduced by some

4.000 persons to 35.000 in all or about 1.200 persons a year fer

the entire period from 1900 to 1930.77

It was stated in Table IX that the total net-emigration

of the Netherlands from 1900 to 1930 amounted to about 27.000 per—

sons. As the net-omigration from the Netherlands into N.B.le in

the same period can be estimated to about 35.000 persons er only

8.000 less than this number, thc population movements between the

Netherlands and other countries must bc supposud to have had an

immigration balance of this sizce

The total number of foreigners, living in the Netherlands

in 1900, was approximately 55.000 persons (including 32.000 Gormans

and 15.000 Belgians). In 1930 the number had riscn to about

176.000 persons (including 102.000 Germans and 25.000 Belgians) or

a total increase of 123.000 persons (including 70.000 Germens and

10.000 Belgians). Taking into account the number of foreigners who

died or were naturalized in this period, tho nct-iamigration of

forcigners from 1900 to 1930 must have boen substantially greater

than this increase and probably something morc than 150,000 per-

sons. Since the net-imnigration into thc Netherlands from othur

countries than N.E.I. in the same period, as estimated above, was

not more than about 8.000 persons, the total number of non-rctur-—

ned emigrants from the Netherlands to other countries than N.B. le

primarily North-Amcrica, must have boen almost equal to the not-

immigration of foreigners into the Netherlands from 1900 to 1930

ar approximately 150.000 persons.

As mentioned above the immigration inte the Netherlands

from N.E.I. itsclf is also cf a great interest. From 1900 to 1920

incl, 191.000 immigrants from the Dutch colonies or on an average

about 6.000 persons a year were regularly inscribed in the pepr..a-

tion registers of the Netherlands. Only in four single ycars er

1) All cvidence points to thc conclusion that an oxtensivc not

immigration from N.E.I. into the Netherlands took place in the

years of depression from 1930 to 1935. Were thceso ycars inc.

ded in thc calculation the total nct--cmigration from the Notacr.

lands into N.E.I. would be very small if positive at all.
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this period has the number of immigrants hoon Joss tion 4.000
1)persons. Moreover, to thesc regular inscriptions must be added

a certain number of immigrants later on officially entercd into

the registers.” These registrations, although incomplete, at

all events indicate a very active movomont of population from

N.E.I. into the Netherlands and vicc versa. This conclusion is

re-affirmed by special information from another source. At tho

regular censuses held in the Netherlands, tho number of persons

living in the Netherlands but born in N.E.I., is soparatoly statod.

Table IX shows the number of these persons at the censuses

held in the Netherlands since 1899:

Table IX. Porsons Counted in the Nctherlands who were ton in N.H.I.

1899 11846
1909 15031
1920 20592
1930 32616

The number of persons, born in N.m.I. but counted in the

Netherlands, incrcased from 1899 to 1930 by 20,770 persons. Taking

into account the nunber of inaigrants in the Netherlands, who wore

born in N.,K.l. and who 2100 In this period, the total humbor of

persons who immigrated into the Netherlands and who vers born in

N.E.I. could be estimated to about 1.000 persons annually.

Although no complete statistics on the total immigration

into the Netherlands from N.E.I., 15 available until recent yzars,

it is hardly doubtful that in the 20th century this immigration

formed an important part of the total ovorscas immigration into

the Netherlands, and owing to their special character the move-

ments of population between the Nothorlands and N.E,I. roprosentod

on thc whole an essential feature of the population movements of

this country. But morc than that, in a comparativo study of the

population movements of the Netherlands and the three Scandinacian

countries the imnigration into the Netherlands from N.E.I. merits

a particular interest. Firstly because no real parallel to this

}sort of immigration exists in the Scandinavian countries and seconá-

 

1) The total number of thesc persons, however, were hardly immi-
grants in the general meaning of tho word.

2) The regular cancellations of. persons who left the Netherlands
for Dutch colonics amnounted to 184.000 fron 1900 to 1930. Culy
in 1917 and 1818 the number was less thon 3.000 persons. Tho
number of persons who comigrated to Dutch colonies and who voro
officially struck off in the population registers from 1900 to
1930 was substantially greater than the corresponding nuxter
of officially entered immigrants from Dutch colonics.
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ly because there is much reason to think that this immigration,
economically and socially, represents a special benefit, possiblyа very substantial benefit, to the Netherlands from her posscs.
sion of colonies, a benefit the equivalent of which probably ves
more or less unattainable for countries like the Scandinavian,
because they did not possess such colonies, The kernel of the
problem is whether the migration Letveen N,B.t., end the mother
country has been an exchange of recl»t Lvely poor emigrants and
relatively wealthy immigrants, If So, the immigration into the
Netherlands means an economic and social gain which may be attri
buted to the fact that this relatively little European power po-
sessed a. large overseas colony.

The question raised above cannot be answered directly
because no infomation is to be had regarding the economic standardof the emigrants and immigrants of the Nethe
however, some light may be thrown on the problem in the—
way.

A great deal of the migration between the mother country
and her colonies probably consists of People, who go to N+

. . .

when relatively young in order to return a number of veara later,These persons form a considerable part of the Dutch population inN.E.I., and it may be of interest, therefore, to investigate the
economic and social position of the sed element of population.In some respects, however, the inquiry must be extended to all
”Buropeans” in nat, as no Special data regarding the Dutch areto be had.In table X is shown the distribution of the ”Europeans”on the principal Occupational groups.

Table X. Occupations of the ”Europeans” in ¥.2.1, in 1950,
y Number % NumAll ne Dute 411 Duteh of iutechropeans” ATOm i5 р

peans RL
ronea

Public service 20,693 10.370 2442 26,8 93.6Production of raw-materials 18,78: 15.370 220 21.2 01.58Transport 11.001 10.020 12.45 13.8 G10Liberal professions and artsil. 297 9.720 3.5 13.4 35 «8trade il. 41Ge: 74950 1%.4 1.0 «3
Ly occupations “ 0.477 Bed |! 8,0 vOTotal 85.321 724457 100.0 300.0 54.0Persons without direct |

occupation 254.841 155,212 | А
Grand Total ao. 162 208.259 :
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The table shows that by far the greater part of the ”Tu-

ropeans” in all groups are Dutch. (The least percentage of Dutch

is to be found in Trade because of the great number of Japanese

who are engaged in retail trading). It seems reasonable to infer

that the data concerning all ”Turopeens” stated below may with some

reservations be taken as an ind.cetion of the position of the

Dutch element of population.

As to the occupations of the ”’Zuropeans” more detailed

information is to be had in the Colonial Ptatistics submitted

the Netherlands Co-ordinating Committee for -nternational Studios

(.77,1936), from which the following figures are quoted.

Table AI.

 

Luropeans

Production ofraw materials 48.800

Estate sugar cultivation 4.832
Other estate cultivation T4223
Oil production 34405
Other mineral production 1.259

Industry aeBE

Transport 10.085...
Railways and tramways 54057
Post,telegraph & telephone 2.474
Road transport 1.3562
Navigation, aviation 2.092

Commerce AL.415.
Wholesale and commission 4.459
Credit institutions 2.020

Liberalprofessions „11.200.
Religious professions 1.223
Medical - 2.138
Artists, journalists 1.199
Teaching 2.455

Public administration 20.731

Living on their income.

Among the details of Table A: special attention should

be paid to the relatively large number of ”Zuropeans”, who are

engaged in public service, railways, post, telegraph and the like,

Most of these persons are probably entitled to a pension, and the

same is true of a considerable part of those, Who are in the 1

O -
-
! ب

ral professions (notably teaching and religious professions). +

should be added that according to Table A the percentage of Tmteh

is particularly high in the groups here under consideration, anc

the two tables taken together may be said to justify 0 1

tion that a large proportion of the Dutch in N.E.T. are engagedo

in such positions to which a right of pension is attached. Some
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of the pensioners of course will stay in the colony (compare the
relatively great number of persons living on their income. Table
XI), but most of them presumably return to their mother country
efter their resignation. Consequently a considerable number of
persons living in the Netherlands octain pensions from لادلودوو
On these pensions more information is given below.

The professions discussed a ove © > nprise avout 40 per
cent of the Europeans occupied in N,E.I,, ond even if not all of
these have a right to pension, it seems safe to say that the AL
centage of the Dutch going to Miel, who Will receive a ret'. Lg
allowance, is very considerable.

Most of the other ”Europeans” are erigaged in trade,
industry and production of raw materials, The social and econo»
mic status of these persons cannot Le learnt directly from
Table XI: It should be noted, however, that in the case of come
merce the majority of the ”Zuropeans” are attached to wholesale
trade, banks and the like, In such enterprises there will
usually be rather many well-paid occupations, and the same is
likely to be true of the greater enterprises in industry, mine
ral production and the estates. In these trades relatively fev
“Europeans” are working together with a numerous native labouring
force (on the estates alone about 1.4 million), and it mer pre.
sumably be inferred then, that & great part of the ”Turopeans”
are occupying leading positions. It ie م wellknown fact that
most of the great enterprises are owned by Dutch firms, and this
maxes it highly probable that man:1y of the leading personalities
are Dutch,

Further information On the economic standing of the
"Europeans” in 55,1, is to he foma in the assessments at in-
Come and property tax. In 1925 the number of ”Europeans” assos…
Sed at income tax was 78.611. The distribution on different
groups of income was as follows.

Income @uilders ALL ”Luropeans”
Number 7

120- 1000 9.782 12.41000- 3000 234595 29482000- 5000 17.026 21,72000-10000 18.847 24,010000-25000 3.089 10,525000-40000 826 1.0

 

40000- -
تاألا OS1

Total 73.611 100.0

1) It should be remembered here that the term 771013206881187 10671des Japanese, who are particularly numerous in retail trado,If these could be excluded, the preponderance of wholcseletrade, banks etc, would be even-Zreater.
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About half of the incomes are between 1000 and5000

Guilders. The percentage of persons with releŸively small incomes

is particularly high in public administration (police, army, navy

and so on), while the higher incomes are more frequent amonr those

engaged in the private enterprises, “his, on the whole, en

the conclusions drawn from the stotisties of occupations (connare

above).

lt would be highly interesting to veo-vyare the aversre

income level of the “Iuvopeans” in Ets With the correszonding

level in the Netherlands, ut it 2oe8 without marine that aueh

comparison can only be made with very strong reservations. Though

the exchange value of the N.:,I. Guilder and the Dutch Cuilder

have been practically equal in the period under consideration, i%

is a wellestablished fact that the cost of Living for ”Turoneans”

tis considerably higher in the tropics than in Lurope. Besides

there are some differences in the year of amessment, the lover

limit of assessed incomes etc. ith these reservations the total

assessable income per head of population is stated below for some— prepеее tr اهاديب tr اهل on ско nn an e aE

post-war years

TheNetherlands ”muropeans”in N,uel.
Guilders Guilders

1924-25:
514 акк, я

pe 521 1925: 2.167
1970-71: 549
1931-32: 509 Tun: 2.018

i 1972: 1.628

on 8 27 Эс

1955 7 1955: 1.3709334234 381

1t seems as if the average income per capital, measured

>

in Guilders, has been about three or four times aß high in the

colony ag in the mother country, Even if due allorence is made

for the higher cost of living, there is sure Фо be a different

in the level of veal incomes in favour of Soie+ The ere

nities for saving seem to Le very considera.le.

In this vonnection some few remarks should be made orn the

statistics of properties, The assessalle property ]per head of

population has been as follows:
ww

TheNetherlands PHuropeane” in Werl,
Guilders Guilders

1951-22: 1.774
1932: 1.55771 33 i :1952-55لا 1.45 1935: 5161932 id 1.384 :

13 1+ should not be orneotten that a very large proportion of the
smaller incomes in sel. have a ا of pension attached 1
them,
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The reservations stated above are valid here too +

with the exception of the difference in the cost of living,

which is not relevant in the case of properties. Vith duc al.

lowance for the uncertainty of valuation it is safe to say that

a group of assets in N.L.l. worth 10.000 guilders can be conver-

ted into money, transferred to the Netherlands and reinvested

in Dutch assets worth 10,000 guilders. “f this is roughly true

there is no great difference between the property per capita

in the two countries, It must be taken into account, howovor,

that in a European country many families will have a 1sx“c in

heritance accumulated during several generations, while much

cases aye likely to Te rare in the colonies, Furthermore

a certain amount of property is presumaily transferred from

N.E.I. to the Netherlands each rear

to the mother country. his flow o:

Locoanse the owners eni-ra'o

course tends zo incrcase

the”propertylevel” of Holland and diminish thot of Nile...

In spite of these facts the said level scems to be nearly cgual

in the two countries, and it is Therefore probably Sefe to say

that the accumulation of capital among thc Dutch in N,.l.

is rather considerable.

Though nothing can be said with complete certainty,

the material discussed on the preceeding pages on the whole

strongly supports the supposition that the persons who وس

turn to the Netherlands from N.L.I. are on the average not a

little more well-to-do than those, who cmigrate to the colony.

Finally the large amounts annually transferred from

N,E.l. to the Netherlands in thc form of pensions, remittances

to relations at home, salaries etc. to employees on leave and

So on, may be vicwed as a consequence of the migration between

these two parts of the Dutch Empire. No complete information

on this point is avallelle. Drom the ”Dalances of Payments”

(L.of NM.) the following deta may be qouted.

Table XI Some Debit items in the Balance of Payments of Dl,

A. Guilders (000,000’s omitted)

| 1950 1931 1952 1933 1934 1955
Pensions paid abroad?) 28 31 34 36 54 21
Remittances to relatives avroad 12 10 8 7 6 6
iemittances on account of pension
funasl)ana life insurance Bos 33 21 19 17 23 9
Administration expenditure abroa

including tantiemes 24 20 16 14 14 14
Total THEREÀ

—mme me amea ееен со» —+append

1) Of the Government as well as of private companies





Table XII, Some Credit Ítems in the Jalance of Paments
B of the Netherlands.

: 1950 1951 1932 1953 1934 193%
Pensions, salaries, etes:

a. paid by the Governments of N.E.I,
Surinam and Curagao 27 27 al 30 2

b. paid by private concerns, incl.
administration costs and tantieres50 27 25 Pi 2S 20Emigrant's remittances fron N... 10 E 6 5 4 4

Payments to pension funds in ti ;
ا br

2. colonial governments, ete . 25 12 10 8 0 —
b. private concerns sincindin18 TC

mittances on account of life. in
surance 9 9 o 6

С

Total 101 87 75 70 ОТ 51

in the second part of the toile nre included certain
amounts originating from other sources than Neske, while the
first part includes some remittances paid to other countries

than the Netherlands, On the whole these differences are not im.
portant. Amounts transferred, when the owner of a certain proper-
ty migrates from one country to another, do not seem to be ine
cluded in any of the items stated. In suite of thi
sorts of incompleteness the table clearly indicates that the Noe
therlands receive very considerable amounis from her colonies on
these accounts, In view of the rather small Jutech popula
in N.E.L. the amounts transferred are remarkable.

The material presented on the preceding pages of this
chapter concerning the development of the population and migra»
tion of the Netherlands and the three scandinavian countries in
this century has carried us to the conclusion that the relatively

avery small net-imigration of the Netherlands from 1900 te 19530,
compared with the much larger net-emicration from the Scandinavian
countries, does not by any means indicate that, as far as the po-
pulation question is concerned, the possession af N.L.I. has only
had a slight importance for the mother country. The collected sta.
tistical material on the conditions of the Europeans” in Н.Т
on the whole support the opinion that the large and rather cone
stant population movements between the Netherlands and VN.
meant a special advantage to the betherlands, compared with the
Scandinavian countries, because of the difference in the econo a
conditions of the emigrents and the 3 1752778 who constituted
this movement. in addition to this enccial gain, 1t surelr slag
meant a certain special benefit to the “etherlands, at lest du
ring the period from the introduction of the restrictions on iiWV

ration in America to the beginning of the economic crisis chat=
3
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y mA 1 т ez A A | E 53 :been a benefit 1 He Netherlands alan In an far $ de YA яia Sii Lo The Netherlands also in so far ag it meant a

greater opportunity for a number of Dutch citizens to
1 - + + m 5 т 1 <7 مس"دو + сх =varied professional training, valuable business and personal con.

nections and a wider outlook in general etc.

AS à master of fact, the vrineivel soîns. wninh 4% 4Asam Y lact, the principal gains, which it is
1 3 SR In = я, LN delai paye cua ira Va; ; e x > 7supposed above that the “etherlands have aquired from Пет постов.
inne : lA : Tr a aT | 7 A : Ansions of colonies, have been cashed directly by а relatively small

number of persons, It is an obvious conclusion. ther

the possession of colonies may have caused a somewhat more uneven
+ taj gt у vu احاحاجزاحم SUN =, LLIN ES pis era | LAdistribution of wealth in the mother country, than would other
758 Have sn ha naan Sine Mien > 4 Te > 7wise have been the case, but 418 8 possible to say, whether
e A 0 i

In vencs The Nome зе тиОЕ” At ha I 5 A тthis influence on the income structure I the Netherlands has been

of any importance worth mentioning,
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1, The totalforeign trade of the Ncthcrlands and tho
о

threeScandinavian countries,

The forelgn trade of the Netherlands as well as tat of

the three Scandinavian countries was relatively large couparcdla +

with that of other nations already at the end of the 19th century.

Its development since 19007) is shown in Table I,

(Table I. conpare De 28)

From 1900 to the beginning of the Great ar the value

of the total foreign trade of all four countries approximately

doubled. During this period the value of the total foreign trade

of the Netherlands apparently was several times larger than that

of any of the Scandinavian countries, not only absolutely but

also per capita. Before the Great Var there was practically ro

sign of a decline in {his superiority. During the whole pre=ar

period there was a rather large import surplus in all four coun-

tries,

According to the figures in Tale EEachong 12

in this situation took place during the Great Jar and the years

immediately after, This "war-periocd” resulted in a large decline

in the foreign trade of the Netherlands: In 1022 the value in gold

Dollars of the foreign trade of this country vas less then its

value in 1900 and below half of its value in 1915. But in the

three Scandinavian countries the war-period brought a su

increase in the total foreign trade measured in old gold 10011538

It should be remembered,however, that the purchasing power even

of this currency, decreased about 50 per cent from 1915 to 1022

It is not advisable, however, to attach too much impor=

tance neither to theTe of the Netherlands’ over the

Scandinavian countries with respect to the value of the foreign

trade before the Var nor to the heavy decline of the Dutch forelgr

trade immediately after the ‘ar which the firures of Tabie 1 seen

to reveal. Forue the figures in Table I represent "specia

1) Yith the exception of the worsperlod + 14-21 duping whiah The

foreign trade of the four countries vas characterised от vi

fluctuations,

2) Particularly as regards Denmark,
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trade”

a substantial quantity of goods which In VOS oucht to have ben

: : 4 Е
grouped statistically as "transit traade” “°° and not as "special

trade”. This state of affairs continued until 1917 In that

, the Dutch figures for the years vefcre the Var conprise

year the statistics of the Dutch foreign trade were ٠سبل

with the result, among others, that fron this date the greater

0part ) of the transit goods previcoLsly recorded as "special Tra

® a ay + y aa 6 $n lara

>

27 er | 1 “ar 27 TE r

was now correctly included in the ”trancit trade” category, (ne

fortunately, it 1s not possille to state exactly to what cri

this reform has affected the figures of the ”special trade and

"transit trade” in the post-war period. Yet the development of

the voto of the different categories of forelg

Netherlands in the various periods of this century, as given by

the figures below, may Serve as an indication of the quantita-

tive importance of the new procedure:

Volume Of the totalforeign trade of the Netherlands

orl AAN An? ER
kilogram gross weight (000.000's omitted)

+ 7 2 an + >

general trade special trade transit trade

( 1 A ZRH г 0 8

19 00 4. م + 1 >» aL Sle 87 + a )

vZ NE : ry ماعمض Vaz 1 De

1013 105.522 {4 2 pus Le 4

= 7

,

— 5 CD OO WET

1922 6 ٠ 4 2 7 . 2 : Cu +. )

N A 3 7 A} \ "E Fr uz
7

192€ 14 رولزار a 2 O 4 .

NE N° Nz 70 = zZ z
19 5 5 10 Je ( ; y 2 7. D ий »٠ /

These figures show that in the period from 1913 to 1922La €

the Getrease in the volume of the "special trade” of the Esther

lands was exceptionally great while,on the contrary,there was а

substantial increase in the volume of the transit trade, For the

three other periods of this century, the movements of the volume

of the different categories of Dutch foreign. trade show, où the

other hand, the same trend.

During the period between the Great War and the begin.

ning of the severe economic depression in 1920 the value of the

total foreign trade "of-“all Tour countries increased, on the whol

especially that of the Netherlands and of Sweden, During the der

pression from 1929 to 1935 the value of the total foreign trade

degreased greatly in ali four countries, but above all in thevile

etherlands and in Denmark: in these countries the shyrirkoge of9 be A

he foreign trade continued steadily durirg the years of depres

3 1 = N م rer = ту Л = = + + Tr لسل +" y Y € 73 +1 - 3:

gion here under review. ipparentiv the Fotherlands with theirALL KA

—
ماا TS NES EE ARE يع

1) See the figures of the volume of the Dutol transit trade loi

2) Even after the.introduction in 1017 о:

reign trade statistics in The Nethorland: oerta Mino

of the transit goods Laß veen included in apecial trado ir.

aû of ân "transit trade

3 Ooo figures for the value of

trade do not exist.
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colonial trade and Denmark with the bulk of her exports confined

to some few articles have been more sensitive to the adversities

of the depression than Norway and Sweden. Sweden, on the other

hand, experienced a modest recovery in the value of her foreign

trade as early as 1934 which was continued in 19535, while Nor-

way was able to record a slight increase in the value of her

foreign trade only in 1935.

As mentioned above the foreign trade per capita was

presumabley larger in the Netherlands than in the Scandinavian

countries before the war. In the post-war years the value of

thés trade in Denmark has been almost equal to the correspon-

a

value of the foreign trade in Norway and Sweden after the Var

ding value in the Netherlands, And although the per capita

hes constantly been lower than in the Netherlands, this diffe-

rence has on the whole been diminishing, particularly during

the depression, and in the last years of the period under cone

gideration it has been rather insignificant.

The balance of trade continued to ve negative in all

four countries during the post-war period except in the case of

Sweden as regards the three years 1922,1927 and 1929. During

the last four years under consideration, 1932-35, the import

surplus, measured in old gold Dollars, was comparatively small

2)

ing in the Netherlands. lt must be remembered, however, that the

in the three Scandinavian countries and it was rapidly sink

purchasing gover of the 0140 gold Dollar was increasing in these

years.

In consequence of the deficiencies of the available pre-

War material for determining the value of the special trade of

the Netherlands we have, in the main, to base our eventual cons

clusions on the information concerning the post-war period. As

already intimated the information collected reveals a considerable

similarity between the development of the foreign trade of the

Netherlands and that of three Scandinavian countries, On the

whole the superiority of the trade per capita in the Netherlands

has been slightly decreasing,

1) As a matter of fact,in 1922 and 1923 as well as in the pe-
riod 1928-35 the value per capita of the foreign trade was
slightly higher in Denmark than in the Netherlands.

2) In Denmark a Government department, perticulerly set up in
1932 to control imports, has contributed to the shrinkage in
the import surplus,





>, The trade of the Netherlands and the three Scandinavian
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countries withı Noll.
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Obviously the foreign trace of the four countries With
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N.E.l. is of particular importance in this connection and ts,

above all, applies to the trade between the Netherlands and N.E.l.
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In Table IJ a survey is given el 68 value of the trade between

N 1 T 7 n 3 in 1 zie

he Netherlands and veuele before ang SITE the Great ax
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The absolute fisures in Table II show that the trade be-

= ouen nya NT т asp man eN SN + An нА

tween the Netherlands and Lsdel., ANG Pal ticularly the exports

of the Netherlands to Neul. increased substantially from 1900
?

to the beginning of the Great ‘are According to the figures in

Table II the effect of the -ar upon the trade between the Nether-

ends ond X.E.I, was a decline in the8 into the Netherlands

from ilse. to one-fifth of their value immediately before the

Yar while the exports of the Netherlands to Bulky only showed а

small decrease, The resevations, however, taken previously re-
>

garding the effect upon the postewer fi of the total Foreign

ethtrade of the N 1erlands from theA on of the Dutch

m
n

+

foreign trade statistics in 1917 also apply to the Figures in

зе firures could not be used directly
Table 11م Gedo thes

treen the development of the Dutch

trade with М.Б... before and after the Var. It is of interest in

© a +o the foreign trade sta-

‘etherlands’ imports from

Based only 21 per cent from 1915 0 1922 while the

Duteh exvorts to N.,E.L, even increased by 20 per cent in the same

period,” From the end of the war-period to the beginning of the

economic depression in 1928 the trade between the Netherlands

end М, з.Т, was steadily increasing while in the period from 1928

to 1933 it shrank very much but to different degrees for the im-

ports and the exports. he imports into the Netherlands from

H.E... tims fell to less than half of their value in 1928 and the

Dutch exports to N.L.+. were reduced to less than one-fifth of

their size in 1928. Here too, it must be remembered that all the

values are measured in old gold Dollars. In the two years 1954

- —]  Ú54-———C¡.[ еще пены -. —]]—,——]o—;_—];[—Ú——]]—r_———————]—];]Ú——————

1} Daring the War, when the commercial intercourse between the

Netherlands ana N.!i.l. was temporarily interrupted, many trading

people in various ‘countries particulary in U,5, A, who previous

ly directed their business in М. 5... products over Amsterdam or

another Dutch trading center,got into the habit of conducting

direct trade on N.Z.l. and proceedeú with this method after the
ST

ar.
2) The depression started early in Noll. and in some respects al.

so reached the bottom comparatively early in this country.





and 1935 the decline was arrested and a small recovery even JES

discernible. The relative figures of Table I! show the Dutch

trade with N.E.I. in per cent of the total foreign trade of the
+)

Netherlands since 1900, This percentage has, on the whole, been

very small. While it was almost stationary before the Great War-

about 10 ver cent of the total foreign trade of the Netherlands -

+7

it decreased rather substantially, although with various fluctu-

ations, in the post-war period until the year 1935, “he decrease

5being particularly heavy in the years 0 depression from 1928

to 1933. In 1934 a modest recovery could be recorded which was

maintained in 1975.
e AT , : -

The share of the Netherlands total imports coming from
NT

el. dis notانا

e

+

very much during the whole pre-war period.о É
S
> (U ~ == D

After the Jar it has been much smaller but again without any

definite trend. The share of the Netherlands’ exports going to

mall and rather constant during the whole pre-02 =N.E.l. was very

00war period. At the end of the war-period it had doubled, but

during the first years of depression it was successively reduced3

؟لYب

to the same size as it had before the ar and here it remained,

on the whole, until 1975,

The most important articles in the Netherlands’ imports

from №, В.Г, at the beginning of this century vere tobacco, tin

and coffee, The imports Trom N,Z.1. of copra and tes played also

a certain rôle anû these two commodities grew in importance al-

ready before the Great Var, After the Var these five arti cles

have maintained their predominating place in the Netherlands’

imports from N.E.I. together with chincona and rubber, these

two products being merely of secondary importance before the Var,

As to the contents of the Netherlands’ exports to N,u.l.

textiles of cotton, iron and steel, machinery and tools, railway

material and foodstuffs outweighed all other products in the pe-

riod from the beginning of this century until the Great Var.

After the Var these products have maintained their position as

the chief Dutch export commodities to N.i.l. In addition, how.

2
.

1

ever, paper, cigars and cigarettes, milk and fertilizers have

also become rather important.

Different symptoms go to show that the Netherlands’ ex-

ports to N,EÉ.I, have played a certain part in the development of

some Duteh industries e.g. the textile industry, the metallurgyDJ

industries etc.

1) Presumably the re~organisation of the Dutch foreign trade
statistics in 1917 have not affected these figures prrticu-

larly.





Although the Netherl-nds imports of th bove-mentioned00

raw materials from N,5,I, in certain cases have been the basis

of important industries in the mother country,e.g. the tobacco

industry, it seems as if the exports To Nest. hove been of

greater consequence in this respect, Unfortunately, it has not

been possible to undertake a closer study of this important prob-

X

As to the trade of the three Scandinavian countires

with NH... statistical figures for the pre-War period are avail-

able only for some few years immediately before the Great Var.

These figures, however, disclose with sufficient certainty that

this trade has been absolutely negligible as regards all the three

For the post-war years Table III shows the development

of the imports of the Scandinavian countries from and the exports

of these coun Oo Nolet In order to facilitate a comparison

with the Netherlands, the corresponding figures for this country

are re-8tated in Table IIS.

(Table III compare p.30)

The figures of Ta:le III speak on the whole for them-

selves. Throughout the period the trade of the Scandinavian

countries with N, 3,1. has continued practically negligible, hen

the trade of the three Scandinavian countries with Mad. l, 18 COM»

pared it appears that Denmarks’ imports from N,E.l. have constante

ly been essentially larger than the corres ponding imports of Nor-

way and Sweden. Copra and Coffee have for a long time been the

most important Danish import articles from N.,4,.1,

The principal conclusion whieh can be drawn from the

information supplied on the preceding pages is that the trade be=

ween the Netherlands and N.,L.l. all the time in this century has

been so small, compared with the total foreign trade of the New

therlands, that its influence upon the economic development of

the Netherlands must necessarily have been rather insignificant,

Compared with this fundamental fact it 1s of less interest that,

morecver, The Netherlands” trade with N.E,I. in per cent of the

total foreign trade of the Netherlands, on the whole, has been

decreasing since the Great Var. Finally the trade of all the three

Scandinavian countries with Ed ‚ constantly has been negligible,
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) 02 +is often supposed that the posession of colonies brings

- 1 | . -1% Inti as } 4 r+ + +1 Tanwy + TE TT
untry and the countries adjacent to the colony than would other.

v

about a more intimate comercial connection between the mother

O

لس

wise have been the cage, In order to try to throw some light upon
NT
{A

this problem as far as the Netherlands and “.,E.I. are concernel,

Xr 777 8 3 o 1 AT

a survor is given in Table IV of the trode of the Netherlands snd

the three >candinavian countries with the neighbouring countries

of N.E.I., represented Бу Asia à N,E,l, and Australia. As the

ertinent statistical material for all countries concerned has

not been available in the pre-war years, ‘able IV, only includes

figures for the post-war period,

Regarding the value of the imports per capita of the four

ascent to N,E,1,, the Netherlandsthe regions aadj1

ntinously had the lead although with Denmark as a very close

second. On the other hand, the Netherlands’ exports per capita

were all the time much greater than the exports of Denmark, but
-

almost of the same size as the exports of Norway and oweden eX-
A, When it was substantially smaller.the three years, l922=24

te of the fact that the Netherlands have thus in some cases

been surpassed by one or two of the Scandinavian countries re.

garding the per capita imports from or exports to the neighbouring

countries of her Asiatic possessions, the total trade of these
7

countries with the Netherlands has constantly been clearly ahead

of their trade with all the three Scandinavian countries, Dit

nevertheless the total Duteh trade with these countries adjacent

to N.£E.l., has all the time been of very small importance come

pared with the total foreign trade of the Netherlands,

As a supplement to this brief analysis of the trade of

the four countries with the neighbouring countries of the Dutch

colonial роввева)опа in Asia, a survey of the total “overseas

trade” of theEeno the post-war period is given in Table

IV. In this survey the ”overseas” countries are represented by

the non-.uropean continents
Y: E AN(Table IV éompare p.31)o

O Lo

The figures in Table IV show thet throughout the period

the Netherlands have been substantially ahead of the Scandinavian

countries With respect to the ”overseas” imports per capita. If

we exclude the four-year period 1932-35, during which the ”over-ملص

seas” exports per capita of Norway and Sweden slightly exceeded

t
po

the ’overseas’” exports of ne Netherlands, the Duteh ”overseas”





exports per capita also surpassed during the post-war period the

corresponding exports of any of the Scandinavian countries.

It thus appears that the trade per capita of the Nether-

lands with the countries adjacent to the Dutch colonies in Asia

as well as with all”overseas” countries,i.e. the non-Zuropean

continents, constantly exceded the corresponding trade of any of

the Scandinavian countries during the post-var period, On the

other hand, this supermacy was in no case overwhelming. loreover,
the superiority of the Netherlands over the Scandinavian coun

tries as far as the total “overseas trade” is concerned must be

explained largely by the superiority of the Netherlands in the

trade on N,L.l, and only to a very small extent by a supremacy

of the Netherlands over the Scandinavian countries in respect

of the trade on the neighbouring countries of N.E.I,

ansit trade of the Netherlands and the three_ mec تلحالتهب eeGr ee eeEAA

vcandinavian countries,
Wn +aDUEهعمللااعالاسدااكصمنسمامو+=

tsىلعمالالاب

را

يام

بل

لاللااجملAttيملсеهوو

No statistical materizl is available on the total value

of the transit trade of the Betherlands. A comparison between
Xx

the Netherlands and the three Scandinavian countries on this

point, therefore, is impossible.an on the volume of the
—

transit trade in thismo are, on the other hand, available
TT] A

for the Netherlands, Denmark and Norway but not for Sweden. As

regards the transit trade the situation of the Netherlands is

quite peculiar. In consequence of the geographical position of
+this country and above all of the Tact that waterways, playing

a very considerable part in the converance of goods to and from

Germany and Pelgium (and! ance), dass through the Netherlands’J ب

terrirory on thelr way towards e sen, the Dutch transit trade2

to and from Germany and Belgium amounts to extraordinarily large

uantities, representing a very considerable share of the agere-a , + € 3°

gate exchange of goods between the Netherlands and other coun-
: 1 A. :

tries. This fact makes a direct comparison of the total tran

sit trade of the Netherlands and of the three Scandinavian coun-

tries futile for ascertaining the economic importance of colo.

nial possessions.

Ane к се ее к кок. =. لاهنااا к ее. - — —

za mn 1
43 : ,

1) See the figures for the volume of the Netherlands transit
trade on page 18.





it would be of a certain interest, however, to come

pare the transit trade of the four countries with N51 Un-

fortunately, no statistics have been compiled in the scandina-

vian countries on the transit trade of these countries with

1,11 whereas the volume of the transit trade of the Ne.

therlands with N...-.. has been pul lished?2) This transit was

ne doubt of some importance before the Great Tar?) but since

the ‘ar it has been very insignificant. Tor the post-war Den

rica from 1922 to 1955 the total transit trade of the Nether=

lands from and to N.E.,-. has Teen less than one per cent of

the total transit trade of the Netherlands and even if we ex-

clude the transit trade with Germany and Belgium it does not

reach two per cent of this "reduced total” Jr

Apart from the modest significanoe which the colo-

nial possession of the Netherlands at best may have had for

the development of the Dutch transit trade before the Var it
a

has made no sontribution to the velopment of the transit

rade of the Netherlands in thisa worth mentioning.

Da The foreign trade in там materials of the Nether.ee—mmm... eeeneeen een ee eee eee—m - مسا

lands and the three scandinavian countries
—et. meWr <n mre EEE

Lately an international discussion has been raised on

the problem of the difficulties for countries Without colo.

0nies in getting access to raw materials. Although the actual

need of raw materials from outside sources depends upon a great

many conditions and above all upon the domestic natural re-

sources and the whole economic structure of the country in

question, it does not seem out of place to state briefly the

volume of foreign trade in raw materials of the Netherlends and

of the three Scandinavian countries, in Table Y the figures

of this trade according to the -russels classification are

given for the post-war period.A

3) In 211 14614003 this transit trade has always been neg.
ligible,

2) It must be borne in mind that all Information given in this
chapter on the transit trade of the Netherlands refers to
the volume, not to the value Ess trade.

3) As part ofthe Rosner and transit trade with N.E.l, before
the var was not raao as such ut included
in the "special Te category it has not been possible to
state exactly the volume of this trade.

4) Almost all the Netherlands’ transit trade with N.E.I, has
been transshipped”, The Netherlands ”non-tran1sshipped”
transit trade, on the other hand, refers mostly to the tran-
sit with Germany and Selgium.



 



For obvious reasons the iuport figures are the most

important in this connection. lt is immediately apparent that

the imports of raw naterials of all four countries exhibit a

comparatively great stability {rom year to year apart frou the

decline in the recent depression. Secondly the value per capita

òf the imports of raw materials has been very much the same in

the Netherlands and in Denmark during the whole post-war peri-

نول while in Norway and Sweden this import has been conside-

rably smaller which 18 due, of course, to the fact that these

countries are richer in natural resources. And thirdly the

decline of the imports of raw materials during the years of

il 1933 has, on the whole, been slight-

u greater in the +“etherlenás than in the S5candinavian coune

trica which could be. seen also Irom the nercentege figures

of Talls V,
لادم exports of raw materials per capita in the Ne.

therlands has been les: c
rthan in Norway and oweden while i

greatly exceeded the value of the corresponding exports f on
1

"
D
E

Denmark which throughout the neriod have veen negligible.

Lhe shrinkage ol the exports of raw materials during the re-
1

cent years of depression has developed pretty much in the same

ratio in the Netherlands as in the Scandinavian countries.
m .- +

UThe available information presented above on the fo-

reign trade of the four countries in raw or partly manufactured

materials during the Roster period gives no support to the

that the Netherlands’ possession of colonies has made

88 To raw materials easier to this country than it has

0 the Scandinavian countries.

Our general conclusion from the preceding investiga-

tion of the foreign trade of the Netherlands and the three

Scandinavian countries in this century is in a certain sense a

negative one. or when the minoren of the transit trade

hich the position of the Netherlands is quite extraor-

dinary - is ruled out, or research has unveiled a surprising

Similarity between the main lines of the development of the

foreign trade of the four countries since 1900. Although the

n ds, as might be expected, have posessed an unchallenged

\ 3 a 4 и к о :
1) Ав а matter or Tuet Denmark S imoort per capita of raw me

er a. =

9
iliim

gh6de 2 ze ar UTEterials vere sl: y than the import of the Nether-
т lands in 1923 ana 00: sr in the four voors Dien:

2) It may be that the Duteh e koorts of raw and parily manufac
tures materials acide aLSein grreat A.of part-
ly manufactured goods which have been manufactured on the
basis of imported raw materials,





supremacy over the Scandinavian countries as far as the trade

rned, this superiority « by itselfr © Ddirectly on N.#,1. is cor

only of. a alight importance = has on the whole been counter.

dinavian countries on otherES a U
.

o o 5balanced in the trade of +]

parts of the world. +n short, as far as this study goes, no

essential evidence has been discovered which supports the as-

sumption that the colonial possessions of the Netherlands i

م

this century, as far as the foreign vraie is concerned, have

meant neither a noteworthy advantage, nor a substantial draw-

back, to the Netherlands compared with the Scandinavian coun-

ries.
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Tabel 1. The Toreign Trade of the )
Netherlands and the three Scandinavian Countries.

0ld-gold Dollars (000.000's omitted)
The Ne.total foreign trade | fhe Sem. imports

year “therlandsDenmark Norway Sweden , therlands Denmark NorwaySweden-
  -——— ры هلا — —— ес pan

1900 | 1472.5 188.0 124.2 245.8 791,1 111.3 80.6 140.9
ÖL {3520.0 194.3 115,7 248.01 822,9 106.4 74.2 128.2
02 {1608.0 201.5 120.7 239.8 073.1 116.2 75,0 134,6
03 + 213.4 119.7 260,41 015,8 119.0 3.2 142.4
04 1 377142 221.0 118.2 26440! 972,8 124,9 72.4 14
05 14 234.2 126,5 274.6 8 129.4 76.0 153.9
06 | 1852.09 255.4. 441.4 506.24 1014.2 149.9 83.8. 171.0
07 13971.4 272.6 151.8 521.4 1082.0 160.9 92.87
08 {2012,0 265.4 148.1 250,64! 1135.2 347.6 91.5 160.2
09 | 2248,0 271.0 157,2 291.3 11 152.0 94.55
10 1851046 286.2 173.9 338,41 1312.5 154.7 102,1. 179,4
11 |32 211.0 199,2 367.0:9 167,4 121,8 165,1
12 127055 258.1 223.2 417,8; 1450.4 198,1 136.2 200.0
e 2314.4 37943 24545 437.8: 1575,0 208,4 143,2 226.9

22 [12502 707.9 360.1 594.2! 780.6 501,6 226,1 291.9
22.2 654.1 356.7 648.1 785,6 251.0 221.1 4524 1537.3 700.5 357.6 711.71. 902,9 270.5 211.68 5
25 274145 786.0

-

427.5 75220: 985,9 408,6 245.256
26 |6 763,6 419,1 779.7! 979.2 400.3 240.9 399.3%
274 510.6 425,7 257.5 110247 422,9 252,4 6
28 |1877,4 855.6 448,0 870.7 79 441.5 269,97
29 |1906.1 292,6 485.5 963.4 1106.4 459.6 284,9 477.7
30 1663.2 852.3 483.7 361,01 97242 443.9 282,9 465,5
31 1288.„2 669,2 329.4 644.0! 760.9 355.4 214,2 360.5
32 | 862,5 411.6 205.7 367.1714 207.4 122.8 217,0
23 | ه7 356.5 20806 37645 1 48549 182.9 110.3 190.0
34 | 7055 235.5 106.0 403.8 4 175.5 110,0 202,0
35 | 647.6 325.3 206,6-.416.4 | 376.2 167.5 119.7 6

| exports surplus of imports over exports.

1900 | 681.4 75.6 43,6” 104,0! 109,7 7547 57.0 35.0
01 | 697,1 77.43 AX." 94.8 108.8 28,5 32.7 28.4
02 | 734.9 85.3 4547 165,2! 138.5 30,9 20.3 20.4
05 Ll 784.5 94.4 46.5 118.375 24.6 26.7 25,8
04 |4 96.1 458 111,21 174.4 28.8 26.6 8

06 | 837,8 105.5 57.6 135,2! 176.4 44,4 26.2 56,0
87 | 800,2 111.7 58,0 140.7 10 43.2 33,8 20,0
08 | 876,8 117.8 56.6 129,2!4 20,8 54.9 33.0
09 | 986.9 119,0 62.29 326,8) 277.2 33,0 31.8 37,7
10 (1058,11 153.5 71.68 259.0} 252,4 22.2 30.5 20.4
11 (1096,53 143.9 77.4 477.316 09,2 “4,4 82
18. 11251.4 160.0 87.0 205.9! 201.0 38.1 49.2 6,0
13 1229.4 170.9 02.4 210.8) 355,6 37.5 483 160

14-21 | |
22 ١ 470.2 315.5 134.0 300,3 | 310,4 75,8 92.1 # 10.4

25 | 509,6 283,1 125.0 2054801 276,0 67.9 85,5 5
24 | 634.4 230.0. 145,8 34.2 | 268,5 40.5 66,0 45,3
25 | 726,1 377.4 184.2 364.4 9 12 59.1 25.2
26 | 701.4 368.8 178.2 580,41 8 32.0 62,7 18,9
27 | 76341 387.7 176,3 455.2 | 261.0 35.2 76.1 ©» 8.6
28 | 5 Elst 179.0 422,01. 260, 274 90.9 55.7

29 | 799.7 423.0 199,0 485,7 | 306,7 26.6 85,9 + 8,0
30. | 651,0 408,4 180.8 415,5 | 281,2 35.5 102.1 50,0
31. | 215.58 215,2 283.5 255,5 27.6 99.0 97.0
52 |1 204.2 100.0 174.7 182.3 5,2 21.0 38,3
35 | 201.8 173.6 92,5 166.5 | 192.4 9.5 8,0 3,5
ZA | 286.1 158.0 86,0 201.31 131.7 1743 24,0 0.2
35 {271,4 158.0 Ta? 194.8 104.8 9.3 22.0 26.8

| l'Bpecial trade” excluding coined and uncoined gold and silver.
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table II, The Netherlanas' Trade with 3.2.1,

4 TN Y Ha 70 а

01d gold Dollars(000,000%s Per cent of the Netherlands’
omitted) | total foreign trade

total total

о
о
о

trade imports exports trade imports exports

D 134.1 10945 24.6 Jed 15,8 3.6
2 150.3 126,8 2740 9.9 15,4 3,4
2 180.6 136.2 24.4 10.0 15.6 7,3
= | 158.9 134.7 24,2 0.3 a. Tad

04 | 17745 150.9 2646 10,0 15,5 75
05 1 186.9 160.2 25.7 8,8 15.4 35
06 | 162.7 135.6 27.1 8.8 13.4 22
OT) 20%. 175,2 27.0 ] 53 16.2 541
08 | 198.8 162.9 35.9 | 9.9 14,4 4

097 207.0 170.1 20.0 9,0 1545 3,5
О | 238.9 197.7 41:2 10.1 15,1 2.9
1} 208.4 180,5 43.1 0,2 15.6 2.0
+2 | 2534.8 398,6 55.2 9+4 13.7 4.4
13 269.3 210.4 58.9 9.6 13.4 4.8
14
15
16

18 |
19
20 1
21 |
22 88.4 29.4 49.0 Tal 5:40 10.4

25 88.1 44,7 43,4 6.8 6.7 8,5
24 92,2? 51.5 40.7 6.0 Ват 6.4
25 109.0 65,1 53.9 6,4 5,6 Tel
26 109. 57.9 61.2 6,5 5,9 7.5
27 101.6 46,8 54.8 6,5 4,6 Tar
28 126.3 5645 TO, 6,8 B42 8.8

29 | 124,8 55.5 69.5 6,5 5,0 8.7
20.1 91.8 37,0 54.3 в + 4.0 3.1

21 64.7 28.9 75.6 5.0 3.8 6.8
32 | 42,7 2440 18,7 5.0 4,6 545
a + 22,6 20,5 12,5 Es 4.2 4.7

341 3448 20.5 12,3 5,0 5.4 4,3
25 | 25.8 2540 12,8 5.5 6.1 ha?

1) "Special trade”, Coined and uncoined gold and silver
is excluded except for the two years 1906 and 1908.
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Teivle III. The Trade of the four Countries

with Ue Te De

01d gold Dollars (000.000's omitted)

Imports from N,E,1, into: —| Exports to N.E.i. from:
 

 

 
 

 

Year | The Nee | The Ne-

enemaDeo Norway “Sweden therlands Denmark Norway Sweden

1920| 39.4 307 052 (GAB AO 5.22. 0.29 3.62

25 |. 44.7 جيتا 0.45! 1.2 ma 0,00 0.75 0.5

2!5 3.11 0.80. 2 40.7 0.05

©

0.25 0.07

25 | 55,1 is V6 0,21 |0900 AS 1.61

26 | 57.9 san oM oped 51.2 828 0.22 ا

27! 8 7 0,55 0,27 | 54.0

|

0.5 0.42 1.88

28 | 56,3 5.07 2.30 0455 os مق 0.48 2.49

29 | 55.5 sus moe قو | 60.7. 0, EX

301 57,0 sv 660 tt 1 54م8

ا

0.27

0

0.05 40

31 | 28.9 3,80 0.75 0,241 | 8 0.17 0.4% 1.07

291 0 nu 0.70. 0.47 | 18.7.

*

0,08 0,27 4

351 5 هيل “Ce. oa 925 (008. 0,21 ONE

за

у

5 sb.oa |} 12.50 0.08 5 0,24

sel 25,9 1,6. 1.02 saad 18.8 OC) 0,29°

—
c
e

rm

| |

 

1)”Special trade”, except the figures for Norway which refer

to "general trade”, Coined and uncoined gold and silver

is excluded.

2) Provisional figures.
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te Trade of

seas Parts

—

the four Conny

of the World,

pros with some

01d gold Dollars (000, 000's omitted)
rr — ——]—]—

 

| The tradeon Asia + N. E. т. + Australia

ear Imports from Asia + N.E.L. + Auel Exports To Asin de Nil.l. + Ati
| stralia into: | stralia from:
tia . CA araا

| |

‚The Ne The Ne-
|therlands Dennark

1922

Norway Sweden

 

|

 

tHerlands Denmark Norway Sweden
ET por. nteeePUB rp aامماامملسمراادليسميسموموناوеетеافلاسمبلملegاهلهاساعاال١ااااسالاناممماااملاامراانناديالا -———

15.5%

17.18
17.17
17.17

20,61

19.19
21.04
15.22

11,89
0,41
11.09

11, 92
11,9677

-— —]]—

Sweden
—

67420
66.42
75.15
75,72
88.17
92.00

92.94
108,54
85.89
61,64

45,45
45.98
44,14
47.50

ape

5)

па 122 10.41 2.52 PW | 12.86 2,57 11.55

23 27.81 15.26 3.010 ل.ل 1 17 2,85. 10.80
24 40.95 7.95 Б.22 В.о | 18.68 2,55 11.90

25 37,40 15.71 7452 4,64 | 8 2.98 12.96
26: 50.29 20.91 7,05 3,49 | >. 3.20 12.5
27] 5270 17.69 4.54 4,04 | 36.0 2 3.87 12455
281 48,24 21,12 Веб 4.64 | 27 «+ 39 4.31 14.18
291 485,724 20.05 6.41 5.07 | 27,45 504 12.94
20 43.78 14,55 7,45 ¿Puso 28.66 2.75 9.70
214:52 09 10.99 4,92 Budo 19,455 1.98 5482
Bel 21,51 8,48 2.47 8 12.62 1.49 6477
25 19.38 707 2407 2.06 | 11.54 1.59 6,35
34 20.46 5455 5,26 3,367 9.53 1.81 6.22
35 135 2,50 Lots 5.684 8 1,61 5,61

The trade on all noneuropean SORING م8

imports from the non-uropean “Xports to the non-luropean
E continentsinto: اباس meSOnentsfrom:

[The Ne- 2), | The Nea )
Yearrherlands Denmark’teaseSmear,BorinDreaлогину

1922! 254,29 95,87 54.46 62.83 | 108.65 11,92 377.14
23] 2248 uo 02.79 85.40 | 116.67 13.538 79.71
24! 325,46 99. 51.00 97.071 113,72 13,7) 247.17
25! 328.50 121.0a 61,45 97,04 | 149.24 11,50 49.93
206: 555,17 118,16 58,72 91.844 155,21 12,86 51.56
27 389.82 120,67. 50.90 03,00 169.68. 14,26 51,21
28: 402,04 121.43 65,55 111.62 196.30 16,91 52.15
2018 111.57 5730 108.81 202.49 18,76 51,59
0 274.20 89.49 19 ل 156418 11.15 42.44
31i 215,18 72,74 34,26 72470 100.72 6.55. 23.07
32 1583.10 45 42 22,32 ¿43.15 67.930 57.0009
55 131.17 25 20.06. 37,07 : 58.41 4.90 24.90
241 120.64 me 21,76 +.11551 5027 6,97 21.97
ZO: 120,65 21,65 22,86 44.1571 58.49 6,27 20.94

1) "Special trade”, except the figures for Norway which refer to
"general trade”. Coined and uncoined “old and silver is excluded.

2) Greenland is not included in the non-Luropean continents,

3) Provisional figures,
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Table Y, The Foreign Trade of the four Countries in Raw

or partly Manufactured Materials (Class of ts inter.
national Classification, Brussels 1915) +

T value inola goldTollers (000.000's omitted ) —
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

imports into: | exports from:

ТеаNa Ne. The Ne-
FnerlandsDenmarkHorwaySweden |therlands Denmark Norway Sweden_

|

1922] 143455 40,05 35.24 18,45 67.11 165,37

25 203,25 140,52 55.00-220.70 104.08 14.50 67.186
24 323.17 157495 "50.277 114.29 17.08 66,67 2179.11

25 362.28 162,06 64,59 230.17 |. 127.35 21.44 88,32 195,72

26) 375.42 155,92 62,15 140,78 { 143.44 25,13 83.94 190.77

27 577.08 160.45 61.25 141.64 | 143.11 23,99 79.84 200,72
28) 596.77 175.11 66,00 145,58 | 147,04 29.99 81.58 191,21

29): 421.30 189.66 72,68 163,75 | 156,78 20.77 97.74 241.774

30| 338.48 162.57 68,61 142.58 | 174,07 23410 02.00 201.54

Zi, 263.21 120,10 47,84 108.66 | 113.36 16,77 ORT125290

32 166.83, 79.66 33.845) 73.56 | 80.603) 153.78 22.005) 74.12

35 150.7537 72.72 31.82 / 71.88 ١١ 71.192 14,04 1.707 01.70
34 154 4337 | 65.555
55| 140.227 | 62.85

per cent

of total imports into: of total.exports from:
_ № = OE ON ón. an

Vaer The New | The New

_therlandsDenmark NorwaySweden\therlands Denmark Norway Sweden

1927 36.6 21.6 25.7 5.8 47.1 4245
١22 3740 40.0 24.2 36,1 | 2042 Hel 49,5 57.1

24 35.6 42.6 28.3 36,4 | 16,6 5,2 45,7 51.5
25 3546 29.9 26.4 35,5 | 16,5 Bel 47.5 3.4
26 37.5 29.0 25,8 5542 | 2045 5.3 Tal 50.0
27 26.4 28,0 24.2 353.) 18,5 6.2 45 42 50.6
28 36,2 59,7 24.4 21.5 1245 7,3 45.5 45,4
20 77,6 41,3 26,5: 3545 19.0 6,2 49,0 49,7
20 54,2 26.6 24.3 71,0 12.8 545 51.4 48,4
21 26,2 35,9 22.5 2042 19456 Be? 53.2 43,0

Sal 2143 28.4 27.5 54.5 16.8 5.7 515 1
23 5 9,6 28.0 36,5 12.4 8.6 54.0 4847

34 32.8 16,0
25 3043 1542

1) The figures refer to ”special trade” and they are taken from

the League of Nations ”Memorandum in International Trade” ex-

cept the figures for the Netherlands in 1923 and 1924 which

are taken from ”Bulletin du Bureau International de Statistique

Comerciale,”

2) The figures are approximate, having been converted from million

Rl, (published by the German ”Statistisches Reichsamt).

3) Provisional figures.
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Shipping.
«о о кю тта Zn—#З®

For generations past the Netherlands and all the three

Scandinavian countries, but particularly Norway have ranged among

the world’s leading shipping nations. Bordering on the sea they

all posess good port facilities, and, in the case of the Scandina-

vian countries, their coast lines are exeptionally large. Moreover,

it may perhaps be said that, in Denmark and Norway at least, the

opportunities offered by the notional resarces were no better than

to exercise a certain pressure on the populations towards seeking

their living on the high seas.

The development of the mercantile marines of the four

countries in the present century will appear from Table I,

Table I. The Total:lercantile larine of the Netherlands and

the three Scandinavian Countries.
— resee ee ес а Лен

reg.tons net (000' omitted).

The Nether- The Nether- Denmark Norway Sweden
lands lands incl.

elas

1900 547 294 1.508 614
1907 447 1) 523 1,570 774
1913 688 عجول / 541 1.768 87%

1920 994 1,1653 593 1.4528 835
1930 1,481 + 7234 697 2.294 1.2156
1934 1.200 Le440 TO 2.30? 1.136

1934 per
million in 144 192 804 183
habitants

1) Estimated figure.

The figures presented in this table are not absolutely

homogeneous, owing to differences in the minimum size of vessels

incivded in the statistics of the four countries, but in spite of

this defect the main trends of development are clearly discernible.

The most interesting feature is that while the Dutch mer-

cantile marine has grown from 1900 to 1934 to three and a half times

its size in the former year, the marines of the three Scandinavian

countries hardly doubled their sizes in the same period. In Norway

and Sweden a slight reduction of the tonnage wos visille in 1920,

owing to the losses during the Great ‘ar, and the Netherlands have

had a substantial and Sweden a snall decrease during the recent de-

pression. Put with these exceptions the trend has been decidedly

upward. It is worth noticing, however, that although the rate of
a

increase was greatest in the case of the Dutch fleet, the total
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tonnage per head of population in the Netherlands in 1934 was slight-

ly smaller than in Denmark and Sweden and much smaller than in Nor-

Way.

The rapid development of the Dutch mercantile marine has

been due primarily to an extraordinary growth of the tonnage of pas-

senger boats and tankers. This is shown in Table II in which sepa-

rate Dutchand Danish figures are given for passenger ships, cargo

ships and special ships, as far as steamers and motor vessels are

concerned. Unfortunately, similar figures are not available for

Norway and Sweden; in both of these countries passenger boats are of

minor importance, but Norway possesses a large fleet of tankers

which after the war has increased even more rapidly than the Dutch.

Table 11. Passenger Shins,Cargo Ships and Special Ships of the
—earANC E. омеги те  —— ee ——]——l[—]—]—_—]——]—

Netherlands and Denmark.

 

a>تااسداراسوبااتاهلاانيضخوا +am = по

(steamers and motor vessels)

The Netherlands Denmark

metric tons net(000’s omitted) reg.tons gross (000’s omitted)

passenger cargo special, passenger cargo special
ships ships ships ships 1) ships Ships

1914 445 1.301 81
1920 430 1.697 81
1926 750 2.761 160 142 823 19
1931 1.270 2,558 288 177 897 19
1935 1,006 1.946 284 178 863 20

1) It may be that the term “passenger ships” does not mean
the same in Denmark and in the Netherlands

2) Only tankers

It will be seen from the table that from the beginning

of the ‘orld ‘ar to 1926 the tonnage of all three sorts of ships

in the Netherlands doubled. But since then this parallel movement

has been suddenly interrupted; the tonnage of cargo ships decreased

heavily, especially after 1931 as a consequence of the depression,

while the tonnage of tankers continued its rapid expansion. The

tonnage of passenger ships, on the other hand, increased largely

{rom 1926 to 1931 but decreased slightly from 1931 to 1935, The

remarkable growth of the tonnage of passenger boats and tankers

after the War went hand in hand with a substantial increase of the

population movement between the Netherlands and N.E.l., as mentioned

in a previous chapter, and with a rapid development in the produc.

tion of crude oil in N.E.I., as demonstrated by the following fi-
gures: 1913 1.526.000 tons, 1924 2.926.000 tons, 1929 5,239.00
tons, and 1934 6.042.000 tons, It seems reasonable to suppose

that both these factors have played a prominent rdle in bringing

1) These #3 котов are Atabitenas by Dr. R.E.Smite (Except the figure
for 1934 which is taken from ”Indische Verslag”,1935).



 



about the rapid increase of the Dutch passenger boats and tankers.

The special severity with which raw-material producing countries
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Old gold parity of the Guilder until 1936 may also be partly respon-

gible, of course, for the decline of the cargo tonnage.

A survey of the shipping of the four countries with N.E.I.
A Pete 5 o or
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Table III. Arrived Tonnage in N.E.I. Ports under the Flags
  

nf the four Countries,
—sm

: a a SÓN
metrio tons net (000's omitted)

The Nether- Denmark Norway bweden Total
lands

1926 11.945 181 524 91 6.095
1027 12.747 58 699 105 27,100
1928 15,853 73 1.206 > 21.400
1929 15.479 240 1.808 87 34.965
1930 15,729 152 2, 109 174 34,188
1931 14.993 Bi 2.155 185 30.090
1932 13.7456 13 2.153 202 28.509
195% 12.8% 69 2.550 420 29.355
19%4 14.161 41 2,0415 515 21.088
1935 17.819 24 2,516 192 20.809

= = >

The figures in Table III include ships arriving both from

foreign ports and from ports of N,E.I. One year with another,

Dutch ships have done almost half of the shipping on N.E,I, Is is

particularly in the coasting trade, i.e. the shipping from one

N,k.l., port to another, that Dutch vessels predominate. Among the

ocandinavian countries only Norway has done a part of the total

shipping on N.L.lL. worth mentioning. It is interesting to notice,

however, how greatly the Norwegian share has increased in recent

years, reaching one-fifth of the Dutch share in 1955

That the Dutch marine, compared with the marines of the

three Scandinavian countries, had a supremacy in the shipping on

the seas in the wast is supported by the figures showing the ship-

ping of the four countries through the Suez Canal, These figures

are given in Table IV together with the figures of the tonnage pas.

sing through the Panama Canal.





TableIV, Tonnages undertheв of the four Countries passed _

through the Suez and the Panama Canals.

reg.tons net (000’s omitted)

The Ne- Denmark Norway Sweden The Nes Denmark Norway Sweden

——]

therlands therlands

Suez Canal Panama сазан»)

1908 TA 90 62 48

09 796 99 TÍ 76
10 850 97 46 79
11 964 114 60 97
12 1.257 142 91 138
13 1.284 173 97 123
14 آل 164 97 132

15 1.554 166 136 144 231 93 131 51
16 643 145 166 Ta 40 6R 172 42

17 125 29 65 30 261 164 491 69
18 3 44 69 47 198 27% 876 80
19 759 311 255 154 88 214 498 96
20 1.420 229 172 230 153 ص22 598 77

21 2033 255 259 204 249 27 548 134
22 2.157 274 305 241 297% 2027 385 124
23 2.168 300 730 275 5Al 240 597 130

24 2.499 347 567 262 552 246 547 162
25 2.678 255 572 262 531 169 67% 226
26 2 861 ZE 487 270 Ra 235 987 369
27 2,022 288 655 316 575 198 908 395
28 34567 36% 689 207 644 285 1.151 4.80
29 2.545 402 70% 308 691 417 1.280 619
30 3.319 428 971 347 671 382 1,569 272
31 2,235 273 746 285 579 ell 1.749 528
32 2.559 458 861 410 55% 561 1.730 539
2% 2.407 436 1.440 510 500 531 2.014 42%
34 2.540 41% 1,556 444 5%4 637 2.227 569
25 2.320 430 1,589 380

1) The figures of the transit of ships through the Paname Canal
are produced according to the "Panama Measurement”. =

# ra | ma

TW7 EEJatil recently, the Duteh tonnage passing through the Sez

Canal has been far greater than that of any of all the Scandinavian

countries, but lately the passage of Norwegian ships has increased

substantially, exceeding half of the Dutch tonnage since 1933, In

the traffic through the Panama Canal, or. the other hand, all of the

four countries had a comparatively small share, until Norway took

the lead in the late twenties, rapidly increasing her shipping

through the American Canal to four times as much as any of the

other three countries,

finally, it may be added that according to a British in-

vestigaation” the followinga of the net tonnage entered

and cleared in 1934 at the ports/ the leading colonial empires and

mandated territories belonged to the four countries here under

review,

— بن

=

ее —
-

2} "The Royal Institute of International Affairs”, E.Lewis,
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Table Ve Percentages byflagsoof net Tonnages of Shipping entered and
— —…....

cleared

|

at theForts of the various, Colonial Empires andMandated Ter-_
e]—

 

_
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British British French French Dutch Belgian ItaliamPortu-Spanish

и Colonial Mandated Colos Landa Last Congo Colo. gese Canaries

Pine Territo- Terri- nial ted Ter-Indies nial Colo» and Af-

ries tories Terri-rito- Torrie nial

.

Tic.

tories ries tories Terri» Poss.

tories

Z

Dutch Sed ha.” Le” 1.7 45.27 La - 2 5.>) 4.8

Danish 1.7 0.9 0.5 0 2) 01 ب a 0 ) 242

Swedish 1.0 1.4 0.6 О,4 1.0 - 0,8 Oe 5.2

All flags 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 196.0 100.0 100.0 160.0

1) ‘’ith some exceptions and imperfeetions

2) Less than onestenth of one percent
3) Netherlands’ ships and Netherlands East Indies ships to-

getner

Tt will be seen from Table V that with one or two excep-

tions the Dutch share of this shipping was greater, and in most

cases substantially greater, than the corresponding percentages

for the three scandinavian countries. it will be noted that the

most important of the territories, included in Table V, are Asiatic

or Bast African.

The information collected, scanty and incomplete though

it is, points to the conclusion that the colonial possessions of

the Netherlands in Asia have been a potent moving force in the

remarkable development of the Dutch merchant marine during the

first 30 years of the present century. vince no essential limita-

tion or hindrance has been put in the way of foreign vessels par-

ticipating in the shipping on N.Z.l. and no special subsidies have

been granted to Dutch shipping in this period, there seems to be

ground for believing that the rapid shipping development represents

a real advantage to the Netherlands compared with the Scandinavian

countries. It must be borne in mind, however, that in the period

in question N...l., underwent an extraordinary rapid development

resulting in a large and constantly increasing traffic of persons

and goods between N.".l. and other countries. And it seems fairly

certain on the other hand, that the marked contraction of Dutch

shipping during the recent depression is at least partly a conse-

quence of its concentration on N.E.l. and the neig bouring seas

and of its dependance on the economic conditions of this particu-

lar region.
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Thus, the figures presented do not by any means indicate

that colonial possessions are an indispensable condition of crea-

ting and employing a large national mercantile marine. On the

contrary, the example of Norway goes to show that a country with-

out any colonies has been able to develop one of the largest mer-

chant marines of the world.
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Canitas Investment »
wemasses

in this chapter iv is attde

investments abroad of the  Herhertands with those of the Scandinge

vian countries in the period since 5800 if we rule out the very

irregular war-period, Denmark and rway have, however, all the

time in this century been decided debtor countries. Although

these two countries have constantly had a certain amount of capi.
a+tal invested abroad, these investments have at no time been so

o

or.a Truitrul comvarisgonH
s 7

“ AAS Rs : ya À 1 =large as to furnish a sufficient basis >

+with the investment of Dutch capital outside the Netherlands.

À more detailed survey of the Danish and Norwegian investments

abroad can, therefore, Le omitted in th e study.

AS to the “Netherlands anê Sweden, the history of their

foreign investments is quite different, The Netherlands have Tor

generations invested considerable amounts of capital abroad while

©it was only about 1910 that sweden started the liquidation of =a

large foreign debt. Shortly after the Great Var, the first foreign

loans were floated on the Swedish market and since that time Swe-

den nas invested a considerable amount of capital abroad.

Though the Netherlands have invested their exported ea
J + مج 7] y =, a rn 2 717 ال чит a har ar + 14 )© و £ y 2 = a - + 3pital in various countries, by far the greater part of the capi =

ex=

=

Al orted in this century has gone to Nl, Sweden, on the

other а, invested almost the whole amount of her capital ex-

port in Europe, ‘he distribution by countries of the total قس
N

)
mount outstanding of Swedish investments in eign bonde at theue

le 2, ;A as follows:end of 1933 was according to a Swedish

gountries por cent:

Germany 48,2
Roumania 21.6
Poland 9.2
Denmark 9.2
Norway 6.0
finland

4 e 5

Jranil 1.5
Greece Le?
Belgium 1.4
Au stria

1,4
Hungary 143
Lithuania 1,2
Other countries Dan

Total 100.0

1) investments in foreign bones.were by far the most important
item of Swedish investment road

2) Sven.-.Stociman:”iommercielA “eddelanden”’ ,15,Dec.1934 and 15,JAN. 19035.
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It thus appears that

dish capital whi.ch has

Y
ebonds was invested in Europe, lo si.ilar informati

Ya ١
Lidthe Dutch investments

Of the

veer

regarding

Dutch capital invested

Bunk in privatepart has

the large

have also been

undertakings,

and increasing public

satisfied by Dutch capital.

utilized in private enterprise in
AT
A nas

gives a survey of the Dutch

elie ل a*apital

ed in agriculture, Table +

foreign capital invested in the main crops in the three

agricultural districts of M.E... Java, Last

South Sumatra at the end of 1920.

 

although the

more than 95 per cent of the Swe-

been transferred abroad in the form of

is available

countries other than N, L,I,

in NI, the greater

bulk af

capital requirements in N,L,I,

ost of the Dutch

been invest-

and other

Principal

Coast of Svmatra end

-—.ملاiمب

. 0211

22.07
3.030
27.704

2,560
2,499

Table 1, TotalCapital Investments in theFri

in N.b,T. asatthe End of 1929.17

1.000 Gulden

Nationality OUDEN 500082 tea Coffee Tobacco

Dutcn?? 770,668 202.364 140.926 89,316 116.250
British 10.104 192,77 45,505 21.88% -

French.Belgian - 66.022 6.5586 2,586 » 000
American 55,035 - _ _

Japanese Be 1536: 12,212 472 - -

German - 6.065 6,071 1.358 -

Swiss or 3,542 - 799 750
Italian - 2.136 58 -

Unknown em oc ARBAB weRed اااللا mms

Total 70% 4.508 660,222 200.132 130.144 120.000

(continues
(Table I continued)

Nationality Fibres Chincons Coconuts GamblerTotal

)Dutch“ 41,026 20.269 3.278 = 1,536,130
British - 24093 1,457 1,000 278,055
French~Delgian - 158 - - 111.828
American - - - 594035
Japanese - - - - 19.640

German - 14312 - - 17.905
Swiss = - 122 - 5,215
Italian < - - - * 24194
Unknown | - 948 ао 4.097

Total al.026 5 $350 44857 1,000 2.065.995

2 Table JL is constructed on the bes of figures given
Smits, ”The Netherlands Last Indies and Vorld Trade”,

23 Yeni capital owned by Chinese,who possess
citizens, This Chinese capital may "be calculated to a
of the total capital invested in the principal export

т
لادنول

88.826
below)

»
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The figures of Table I which only represent tentative
calculations, made on the basis of the estimated costs per hec.
tare of each crop, seem to show that about 75 per cent of the
total foreign capital invested in the main crops of these regions
OT N41, ох something like 1,500 million Guilders were of Dutch
origins

ir. addition to the large investments in agriculture in
N,E,I., a good deal € Dutch capital. although presumably not
reachine the figures of agricultural investments . has also been
invested in other fields of private business in V.E,I, such as
commerce, shipping, banking, oil, other kinds of mining and in.
dustry.

As mentioned above, the ¿reater part of the Swedish
capital exported to foreign countries has been invested in bonds.
Most of these investments were loans to Governments and other
public bodies in European countries, The figures below give a
picture of the relative importance of the different classes of

 

 

borrowers: +)

Number of Kroner Percentages
Loans (000.000’s

omitted )
revernments 236 1037.1 72.45Provinces 35 20.1 1.4Towns ard municipalities 153 60,56 4.3Banks and, credit institutions 256 182.7 12.9Industry? y Communication, etc, 137 131.2 7.9

Total 3 7 1411.7 100.0

From the nature of the Jutch and Swedish investments
road it follows that the Dutoh investors have received the re-

turn on their investments mainly in the form of dividends while
e vwedish investments have yielded mostly a fixed loan interest

Owing to the utterly insufficient information available particu
larly regarding the return on the Dutch investments in private
undertaking, it has proved impossible to reach any exact conclu
sions as to which of these countries has obtained the highest
average yield on its foreign investments. If we consider only
the post-war period, it ie beyond doubt that the yield of ths
Dutch foreign investments we D S ON the whole great, during the

و
twenties, but is is equally evident that it fell very low in theslump years after 1929. The yield on the Swedish inves tment
abroad, on the other hand, neither rose so high nor fell so lowaaبسب

1) Bven К, Stockman, Coc,
\

2) Mostly German and Norwegian
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although >wedish holders of foreign bonds he ienced in the< D D Pa ye
) D HS

last few years a certain number of minor defaults as regards theD

service on the loans granted,

Ta ina an) 3 +n mH +1 Natpen 2 Trt : E aerit thus appears that the Netherlsnds leve invested their02

capital surplus above all inthelr colonles, while the country witha7

a 3 = ا 3 da E уже | 4; а Аout colonies, nemely oweden, has invested almost her whole surplus

Tr avines in Uuronpean countries anf nothing worth mentionii 3О Sav iii» ua لامان y Chik J All LX PEW] SLL NO WOT AL men \ ВОЙ az in

how-colonies or other overseas countries, It must be remembered

ever, that the Netherlands are a creditor country par excellence.

lt remains wholly uncertain what would have happened, had they

been a debtor country, in that case the Dutch might have borrowed

capital from abroad to satisfy the need of capital in their con

lonies, or they might have left the capital need of the Dutch

colonies to be satisfied direc 1er countries. Un the

other hand, it is worht to call attention to the fact that another
QO +small European country, which for long time has had a surplus

-r В pm чи = nes rateele „стука дуже AR :of foreign capıtal investments, viz. Switzerland, has invested
5

substantial amounis of capital in colonies as Well as in other
3 a 5 ры ы сх

gNeresес,
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Summary»
Vm

The purpose of the present report has been to study the

problem of the economie and social advantages or disadvantages

arising out of the possession of colonies by small European

countries; The method applied has been to compare the develop-

ment of some important economic and social domains: 1,” Popula-

tion and Migration”, 2, "Foreign Trade”, 7.,”Shipping”, ana

4Capital Investment” in the Netherlands as a representative

of small European countries with colonial possessions and in the

three Scandinavian countries as representatives of small European

countries without colonies. In the sequel a summary of the results
eeee

arrived at is given,

Population and lligration,
zeem. مالا

The increase of population from 1900 to 1930 was much

greater in the Netherlands than in any of the three Scandinavian

countries, in spite of the fact that the density of population

was greater in the Netherlands than in the Scandinavian countries.

The surplus of births over deaths in the Netherlands was slieht=
ly greater than the corresponding surplus in Denmark, but sub-

stantially greater than the surplus in Norwry and, above all, in
Sweden. The comparatively small surplus of births over deaths

in Norway and Sweden was caused primarily by the rapidly decline

of the birthrate in these countries, particularly after the Great

War,

There was probably not a great difference between the

average number of emigrants per capita in the Netherlands and in
the three Scandinavian countries (no more than between the ave-

rage type of the Dutch and the Scandinavian emigrants),but owing

to the lack of complete and reliable migration statistics in all

four countries this supposition could not be directly supported

by figures, hile the great majority of Scandinavian emigrants

went to North-America a substantial part of the Dutch went to
N,E.l., The Netherlands as well as the Scandinavian countries
have had quite a large emigration to and immigration from neigh-

bouring countries, but while the overseas immigration into the
Scandinavian countries has until recently been rather insignifi.
cant the Netherlands have throughout the period under review a
considerable overseas immigration, primarily from N.Ë.I. The
result of this has been that the net-emigration Per capita of the
Netherlands has been much smaller than the net-emigration of the
Scandinavian countries.
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During the first part of this century, until the intro-

duction of the quota system of immigration into U.3.4., the colow

nial possessions of the Netherlands rendered no substantial ser-

vice to the mother country as an outlet for Dutch emigration.

After the introduction of the immigration restrictions in ل

N.E.I. may have rendered a certain service 10 the Netherlands in

this respect, although probably to a smaller extent during the

recent years of severe economic depression. If the restrictions

in Nortg-America and other important countries of immigration re-

main in force in the future this advantage presumably will cone

tinue or perhaps even increase,

Another important influence effected on the mother coun-

try by the possession of colonies is connected with the large

immigration into the Netherlands from N.E.I. The Dutch emigrants

who went to N.E.I. were presumably not very different from the

general type of Dutch emigrants as far as their economic condi.

tions were concerned, i.e. they were young people of small means;

it may be considered fairly certain, on the other hand, that the

large and rather regular immigration into the Netherlands from

N,E,!. throughout the period under review consisted,on an average,

of middle-aged or older persons most of whom had emigrated from

the Netherlands in an earlier period and whose economic conditi-

ons substantially exceeded the average economic level of the po-

pulation of the Netherlands. As no real parallel to this immigras

tion exists in the Scandinavian countries it must be recorded as

an advantage, possibly even as a substantial advantage, to the

Netherlands as compared with the Scandinavian countries.

Foreign Trade,
eegrir<A

 

Owing to various deficiencies in the Dutch foreign trade

statistics prior to the Great Var it is impossible to give relis

able information about the size and development of the “special

trade” of the Netherlands before 1917 when a comprehensive ге»

organisation of these statistics was effected. After the Great

War there has been no substantial difference in the development

of the total "special trade” of: the four countries, The trade

of the Netherlands with N.E.I. has all the time in this century

been of a very modest size as compared with the total foreign

trade of the Netherlands, particularly in the post-war period

when, on the whole, it has been decreasing. The trade of the

Scandinavian countries with NL, I, has all the time been much

smaller than that of the Netherlands and, in fact, wholly in3ig.

nificant. The Dutch trade with the countries adjacent to N.:.i,

has been altogether insignificant at all events after tho Grea War
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Yet it has been slightly greater than the corresponding trade of

the Scandinavian countries. The Total “overseas trade” of all

countries reached comparatively large amounts during the post

war period, although the Netherlands were constantly much ahead

of the Scandinavian countries as regards the ”overseas trade”

per capita. In the Netherlands and in Denmark both of which

have only poor national resouces of raw materials, the imports

per capita of these materials were almost of the same &8ize, ex-

ceeding by far the corresponding imports of Norway and particu-

larly of Sweden. The decline of these imports during the economic

depression until 1933 was slightly greater in the Netherlands than

in any of the Scandinavian countries. The transit trade of the

Netherlands to and from N,E.I, was of some importance before the

Great War, but absolutely negligible after the War. The transit

trade of N,E,I, to and from the Netherlands has always been en-

tirely insignificant.

The preceding comparison gives no decisive evidence in

support of the view that the Netherlands’ possession of colonies

in this century has contributed substantially to the development

of the Dutch foreign trade. Moreover, what small advantages which

the Netherlands possession oi colonies may have given her foreign

trade before the Var, and which were derived above all from the

Dutch trade directly with N.E,l., have on the whole been decrea-

sing. However, this conclusion by no means excludes the possibi-

1it¥ of a substantial influence having been exercised upon the

Dutch foreign Trade by the Netherlands posession of colonies in

earlier periods.

Shipping.
неееофи الالاتات ен

From 1900 until the recent period of severe economig de.

pression the tonnage of the mercantile marine of the Netherlands

increased far more rapidly than that of the three Scandinavian

countries. Even in 1930 when it reached its maximum it was, how.

ever, smaller per capita than the Scandinavian fleets. During the

period of depression from 1930 to 1935 the Dutch fleet decreased

substantially, while the mercantile marine of Sweden decreased

only slightly and the Danish and “orwegian flcets even experienced

a moderate increase, The extraordinary increase of the Netherlands’

fleet before the economic depression comprised primarily passenger

ships and tankers. It was simultaneous with the substantial ine

crease in the migration between the Netherlands and N,E.I. and =

rapid development in the production of oil in N,E.L, and may hnvo

been cauged more or less by these phenomena, The considerable
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decrease of the Dutch fleet during the years of depression was

confined mainly to cargo ships and probably caused partly by the

substantial decrease in the volume of the export trade Irom Nete

The part of the Scandinavian marines participating in the world's

total overseas shipping presumably was just as large as that of

the Dutch but the Dutch, to a certain extent, confined their

overseas shipping to N.E.i. and to the neighbouring seas of N,E.I.,

while the Scandinavian countries Seem to have spread their over=

seas shipping more equally over the different parts of the world.

The information thus procured points to the conslusion

that in the first 30 years of this century the colonial posses-

sions of the Netherlands have probably contributed essentially to

the remarkably great development of the Dutch mercantile marine

snd the total volume of the shipping of the Netherlands. Since

no special subsidies have been granted to Dutch shipping in the

period under consideration, this development presumably meent an

advantage to the Netherlands as compared with the Scandinavian

countries. It must be borne in mind, however, that the period in

question Was charactAsed by an extraordinarily rapid economic de-

velopment of N.E.l. coupled with 2 large and ever increasing traf-

fic of passengers and goods between Nat, and other countries,

and on the other hand, the concentration of the overseas shipping

of the Netherlands on N.E.I. and its neighbouring seas, with the

dependance of this shipping trade upon the traffic to and from

these regions probably must be regarded as an essential cause of

the remarkably great decrease in the tonnage of the Netherlands’

fleet and in the total volume of Dutch shipping during the recent

economic depression which presumably constitutes a disadvantage

to the Netherlands as compared with the Scandinavian countries.

The maintenance of the Dutch Guilder on the gold standard during

this period may have accentuated this development. On the whole

the statistics collected concerning the mercantile merines and

the shipping of the four countries show that colonial possessions

are by no means an indispensable condition for the creation and

employment of a large commercial fleet. The example of Norway

afforás a particularly good illustration in this respect. Not

nly is the fleet of Norway = а small country without colonies =

one of the largest mercantile marines of the world absolutely,

vut relatively, i.e. per caplta,it is second to none,





Capital invesstent.
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The scarcity of statistical material available on capi-

li Ytal investments abroad only allows of a few summary remarks con-

1.4 x q a
Vo

corning this important problem, 068 and Norway are debtor

countries and have throughout the neriod here under review invest-

ed only very small amounts of capital alorad. These two coun=

tires heve therefore been excluded fron the investigation, Th

Tetherlanás, which for geretations have exported considerable

amounts of capital have presumably all the time in this century

invested by far the «reetest part of this capital surplus in

Nod, + The greater part of the Dutch capital exported to f...T.

was invested in private enterpris primarily agriculture, while

the rest has taken the rorm of loans granted to the Government

and other public bodies in Nil, Tho Nature of the Dutch invest-

ments in countries other than التللا and of the foreign invest-

ments in the Netherlands is almost comyletely unknown. Sweden

used to be a debtor country. From about 1910, however, she began

to pay off her large foreign debt and in the twenties she became

a creditor country. Almost the total amount of exported Swedish

capital has been invested in the form of loans to governnents or

other public bodies in zuropean countries. From the different

nature of the Dutch and the Swedish investments abroad it follows

that the Dutch investors receive the return on their foreign in-

vestments primarily in the form of dividends and only to a minor

extent as loan interest. The income yielded by the Swedish investe

ments abroad is received on the other hand, almost exclusively in

the form of fixed interest. The Dutch investors have,therefore,on

the who experienced greeter fluctuations in the actual rate of

o
+ O

return on their exported capital than the Swedish investors. Put

owing among other things to the losses of Dutch capital invested
; and

) >

in private undertakings in Nıl.*./to the defaults in the servico

n several Swedish foreign loans in recent years, it is impossible

to tell whether the Dutch or the Swedish lenders have, in the long

the greater return on their foreign inveestments,
Slrun, obtained
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Paris, June 28, = July 3. 1937
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GENERAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON PEACEFUL CHANGE

SEwe oe qe qu0etVD

Statistics on the consumption, production
and sources of supply of raw materials in Denmark

prepared by

The Institute of Economiós
andHistory, Copenhagen,
—mr

 

Memorandum submitted to the Conference by the

Danish Co-ordinating Committee

for International Studies
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May 1957

International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation
League of Nations

2, rue de Montpensier
Paris (I)





Reply to Part I of the Questionnaire proposed by
the Meeting of Experts on Raw Materials and Markets held
in Paris on April 24.-25th 1936 (ef Doct. Ke4241936,p454)

1, Materials studied:
 

A, Raw Materials: Pig iron,Copper,Lead, Zinc, Tin, Aluminium (parts
ly manufactured metal goods are included), Nickel, Antimony,
Mercury, Cryolite,Silver,Coal,Cokes,?Petroleun, Benzine and Gas
soline,Solar oil etc,

,

Asbestos, Graphite, Magnesite,Potash,
Phosphates, Sulphur, Pyrutes, Rubber, Cotton,Wool, Jute, Hemp, 511k,
Sisal,Manila Hemp, Cotton Seed, Soya beans, Groundnuts, Copra,
Palm kernels, Sesame, Linseed, Timber,

 

Be Foodstuffs: WVheat,Rye, Barley and Oats,Maize, Beef and Mutton,
Bacon, Ham and “ork, Butter, Cheese, Iggs, Sugar, Coffee, Tea, Tobac-
со,

This list on the whole corresponds to the British vo
lume “Raw Materials and Colonies” Pe22 and Appendix VI, but some
alterations have been made in order to give information concerning
the materials most important in Denmark,

ED ox wa Ue AY VS Uy UN que oy

2.-v National Consumption ofRaw Materialsand Foodstuffs,

The figures given below show consumption in 1935, As to
raw materials (except wool and timber) the figures of net
imports are quoted, because no home production exista, and the
Same is true of maize,coffee,tea and tobaoco. Regarding the.
other articles the figures quoted are only estimates, because
no exact information is to be had about the quantities produ-
ced at home,
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A, National consumption of raw materials in 1935.
NDEANMtwl

 

Weight Value
metric tons Kroner

(000's omitted) (000.000's omitted)

Pig iron 53 40
Iron, partly manufactured
Copper
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*Aluminium
27 2 J)

Nickel
Antimony
Mercury
Cryolite
Silver

Coal 2.890

Cokes 1.420
Petroleum 69
Benzine, Gasoline 244
Solar oil etc, 229

Asbestos
Graphite
Magnosite
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Potash
Phosphates
pulphur
Pyrites

Rubber

Cotton

Wool

Jute
Hemp
Silk
Sisal
Manila Hemp

Cotton seed
Soya beans
Ground nuts
Copra
Palm kernels
Sesame
Linseed 25,5

Timber m’ 925
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Bs NationalConsumption of Foodstuffs,
 

Weight Value
metric tons Toner

(000’s omitted) (000.000’s omitted)

Wheat 850 105
Rye 451 40
Barley and Oats 2742 280
Maize 255 25
Beef and Mutton 115 80
Bacon, Ham and Pork 99 190
Butter 25 70
Cheese 22 20
Eggs 16 20
Sugar 178 60
Coffee 25 25
Tea 0,6 1.9

Tobacco 743 17.1

2. National Production of Raw Materials and Foodstuffs.
—— —sgr م mm. Atape 

   

On the raw materials studied only wool and timber are

produced in Denmark, and even the production of these two ar=

ticles is amall, compared with consumption. Foodstuffs, partie

cularly of animal origin, are produced on a comparatively 1аг-

ge scale,

The production in 1935 may bee roughly estimated as

follows:

Weight Value
metric tons Kroner

(000’s omitted) (000.000’'s omitted)
Wool : 0.4 1

Timber m? 190 9

Wheat 400 50
Rye - 284 + 25
Barley and Oats 3030 305
Beef and Mutton 165 115
Bacon, Ham and Pork 313 500
Butter 173 345
Cheese 29 40
Eggs 86 105
Sugar 233 80

It should be noted that the harvest of 1935 was rela-

tively great.

4 Raw Materials imported
—

 

(a) from colonies: The total import of Cryolite is coming from

a Danish colony (Greenland)

(b) from foreigncountries: All other inports of raw materials
——Ñملماسيمس———

  

(a) from foreign countries, butproduced under the control of

 

——

Danishcapital: Information not available, but the produc-

tion in question is negligible,

5s Quantities of the Raw Materials studied, which are utilised inrnwpvp ———]——][—]

  

—masse

the key industries: Information is not available,
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